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ABSTRACT 
Low frequency distortion components'of' the 
ou-tput voilltage o-f ·a cycloconve!'ter are largely 
responsibJ!e for the restriction on its practical range: 
o:f frequencies·, and the object of this thesis. is to show 
that these components can be attenuated by the application 
o:f sampling techniques to the control system.· 
After a general description of the operation and 
control of the cycloconverter, the distortion of the 
output. waveform due to low frequency components. is 
discussed. ITnder these circumst.ances, the fundamental 
repetition frequency of the waveform is less than the 
wanted output frequency, and two methods of determining it 
for given input and output frequencies are developed. 
'fhe ·characteristics and properties of the low 
frequency distortion components, and the requirements for 
at.tenuating them- are analysed. The particular effects 
on the magnitudes of these components due to opePation of 
the cycloconvertel' Jn the inhibi teri mode, rather than the 
circulating-current mode, are examined: and the requirements 
for attenuating them are identified. 
It is shown that the communications engineering 
processes of pulse width modulation and of natural 
sampling can be identified in the control of the 
cycloconverter. Regular sampling is more widely used in 
communications engineel'];ng, and its effect on the low 
frequency distortion components in the cycloconverter 
output is compared with natural sampling. A..modi.fied 
control method for the inhibited ·cycloconverte1• is then 
developed to at.tenuate these. components. ., 
Digita·l computer programs were written to test 
the effect ot' in·troducing modificat:!!ons to the control of 
the cycloconverter, and the more stgnifi<cant r.esul ts are 
given in graphical and tabwlated form. An experi•mental 
cycloconverter, with an inhibi.tion control circuit 
designed for this proj,ect, was constructe-d to check the 
validity of the computer programs. The design details 
are described, and the experimenta~ r.esults are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
(1.1) General 
The thyris,tor is a solid-state silicon 
controlled device which was deve1oped in the mid. 1950's 
to replace the grid-controlled mercury-arc rectifier, 
and its main advantages over the mercury-arc rectifier· 
are that it is smaller in oize, lighter in weight, more 
robust in terms of mechanical effects, and tha,t it has 
no vacuum or ignition requirements. 
With continuing improvements in the characteristics .. 
·of. the thyristor, reductions in. its cost,. and reductions in 
its size/rating ratio, the application of thyristors 
for the control of electrical power is steadily 
increasing. Moreover, the availability of low-cost, 
low-power, integrated circuits enables considerable 
versatility to be built into the design of the thyristor 
control systems. 
By eppropr:i!ate control of the thyristors 
forming pa,rt of en electrical circuit, electrical power 
may be converted or controlled according to· the relevant 
requirements of the application in ~uestion. In the 
case of the cycloconverter, the thyristors are controlled 
in such a manner that an alternating current supply at 
one frequency is converted to an alternating current 
supply at another frequency. The cycloconverter is 
1 
therefore .a frequency changer. The prin'ciple of 
operation or the cycl oconverter· is. baned' on the 
commutation of alternating vol ta·ges of d:iffering phase 
in a similar way to th~ operation of a rectifier 
containing more than one rectifying device. The 
essential difference between a rectifier and a 
cycloconverter is that a rectifier produces direct. voltage 
at its output whilst the cycloconverter produces 
~lternating voltage. 
The basic principles of cycloconversion are 
ana~ysed by Rissik(l) who records that the 1'irst 
cycloconverters t·o be commissioned were fop railway 
traction systems requiring fixed frequency ratio. Some 
O·f the eariieP forms of cycloconverter called 1 envelope 1 
cycloconverters, depended on non-controlled mercury-ar.c 
rectifiers for their operation. The use of controlled 
rectifiers provides greater versa.tili ty by enabling the 
input/output frequency and vo!l.tage ratios to be varied. 
The 1 phase-controlledr cycloconverter has therefore 
emerged as the most practical form of' cycloconverter, and 
the availability of tbyristors has created a renewed 
interest in its potential applications. 
Cycioconverters may be operated in the 
circulating-current mode, or in the inhibited mode, or 
possibly in a combination of both modes. Operation of the 
cycloconverter in the cireulating-current mode results in 
the flow of circulating current, the magnitude of which 
2 
i 
I 
i 
I 
mus.t .. be limited by circulating-current reactors. For 
operu,tlon in the inhibited mode, reactors are not 
required because the contl•ol systenr does not allow 
circu1ating cm•rent to flow. The inhi·bited cycl!oconverter 
therefore has as advantages over the ci·rculating-current. 
cyc1oconverter P higher power factor .and ei'fi'ciency, and 
lower weight, size and cost. Additional control circuits 
are, however, required for operation in the inhibited mode 
but with the availability of low power integrated circuits, 
they do not represent a major disadvantage. 
{lo-2) Gycloconverter Appl:lcation.s 
The principle application areas of the 
cycloconverter are: 
a) variiable speed control of large a. c. mo:tors for. 
industrial drives such as steelworks, cement mills, 
and pumps descri,bed by Wilson( 2), Langer(3) and Weiss(4) 
respectively; 
b) variable speed, constant frequency (VSCF) genera.ting 
systems. for .aircraft power systems such as those described 
by Chirgwin(5), ·and Piper and \~ncock(b} to give a 
constant frequency output supply irrespective of the 
generator frequency whi,ch ls dependent on the engine speed; 
c) variable and f:txed frequency supplies for traction 
drives such as the installation for the Swedish State 
Railway System described by Klerf'ors( 7 ). 
3 
' . 
. ; 
Other applications include the experimental 
tracked hovercraft. desc1~ibed by F. F-allside et al., (:B) and 
SUggested app!lications. e1tend to a Ship 1 B.· ,main propulsion 
and coll!iery haulage work. · 
Vau-iable speed! d·ri ves are ·more usually 
provided by d.c. motors :fed from the rec-tified a .• c. mains 
supply, or by variable-speed a.c. motors fed from 
. . 
'd.c. link' forced commutated' inverters. In some 
- applications, however, the .use_ of a d •. c. motor inust be 
avoided if the commutator presents: problems due to sparking 
in an explosive environment, excessive wear in a dusty 
environment, inaccessibility for maintenance, or design 
and operational ·diff'iculties. The other alternative, 
the' d·.c.-link inverte;r, requires forced commutation which 
introduces technical and economic di,sadvantages for 
high-power installa·tions. In parM:cular applications 
in which these disadvantages can cause serious problems, 
an' alternative method is 'presented by the cycloconverter 
which has the advant·age of b'eing a direct a .. c./a.. c. 
converter employing natu~al commuta-tion. 
(1.3) Limitation of the Freguency RaUo 
The mafn disadvantage of the cycloconver.ter 
for variable-speed control applicatl:ons is that ita 
maximum working output frequency is leas than the 
frequency of the input supply. This restriction is 
dU:e to the presence of unwanted distortion components in 
the output volt age waveform. The actual maximum limit 
4 
' ·• 
on the output frequency depends. on the acceptable level 
of distortion in the output voltage.wa:v:eform~ since in 
general, the magnitude of the distortion components 
increases with increase in output frequency. 
Opinions on the maximum limit of the output 
frequency vary widely because it is not easy to quantify 
the 'acceptable ievel of distortion' to cover all 
applications of the cycloconverter. McMurray(9) 
attempts to do so by specifying a criterion for the 
'Nth degree of good waveform'. Another factor which 
affects the maximullli limit of the output frequency is the 
number O·f phases of the input supply voltage. An 
increase in the number of phases (or an appropriate 
alternative cycloconverter circuit which increases the 
apparent number of phases), eliminates some of the 
distortion components resulting in an increase in the ·' 
maximum limit of the output. frequency. Very 
approximately, the maximum limit derived from McMurray's 
analysis is ~n the range 35-60% of the input frequency, 
whilst Pelly(lO) quotes a range of 33-50%. Pelly 
- -
emphasises that these figures are based upon purely 
arb.i trarily defined criteria. 
by Langer(3), and Wei~s(4) and 
Similar figures are· quoted 
. . . . (11) Takahashi arid·Miyairi • 
It is shown by Pelly(lO) and Takahas-hi and. 
Miyairi(ll) that some of the distortion components 
may be at frequencies less than the wanted output 
frequency. These 'sub-har manic,. frequency components 
5 
are not easily filtered out; and they give rise to high 
sub-harmonic fluxes in motors supplied from the 
cycl!oconverter. This may resu1t in pulsations of ,the 
deve1oped torque and in the motor locking onto a 
·'sub-synchronous' speed. Furthermore, the associated 
losses reduce the efficiency of the motor. The higher 
frequency components tend to be suppressed by the 
inductunce. of the windings of the motor, and are more 
easily filtered from the output voltage. The super-
harmonics, that is the harmonic components having 
frequencies greater than the. want.ed output frequency, 
therefore have less effect on the torque and efficlency of 
the motoP than the sub-harmonic components. Thus, in order 
to increase the working frequency range of the 
cycloconverter, it is necessary to reduce the magnitune 
of the sub-ha.rmonic .components in the output vol tageo 
(l.Lj.) Aim of this Thesis 
It· is shovm. above that the sub-ha:ernonic components 
of the output vo:rtage of the cycloconverter must be 
suppressed if the working frequency range is to be increasedo 
'l'o this end, the aim: of this thesis is ·to inv:estigate the 
characteristics .of these components and. to show that they 
can be attenuatefl by appropriate modification of the control 
teclmiaue. 
(. I2) It has been shovm. Ford that frequency 
changing in a cycloconverter can be related to frequency 
changlng in communications engineering in terms of 
modulation, and that a process of natural sampling can 
6 
be identified in the control of the cycloconv.erier. 
Replacing natural by reguiar sampling :i.ls shown to 
result in significant attenuation of the sub-harmontc 
components when the cycloconverter is operated in the 
circulating-current mode. 
However, as discussed in section l.ll, 
operation of the cycloconverter in the inhibited mode 
has practical advantages over .operation in the 
circulating-current mode, and it is to the application 
of sampling techniques to the control of the inhibited 
cycloconverter that the majority o:r this thesis relates. 
It is proposed to analyse the sub . .;harmonic components 
of the output voltage of the inhibited cycloconverter, 
and to investigate a new approach to the control 
technique, using sampling,. to attenuate these components. 
The digital computer was used f.or most of 
the analysis since this permits a quick assessment to be 
made of the et'fect of modifications to the control 
method. Analysis by computer also enables the effect 
of different control methods to be studied without the 
essential details being obscured by practical issues, 
such as. imperfections in the pulse timing:.ci:rcuits 
which control the. gating of the thyristors. 
The basic computer results are checked against 
practical results obtained from an experimental 
cycloconverter designed and constructed for this purpose. 
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CHAP1'ER 2 
OPERATION OF THE PHASE-CONTROLLED THYRISTOR 
CYCLOCONVERTEH 
(2.1) Introduction 
The phase-controlled thyristor cycloconverter 
can be· considered as an array of th;yristor svri tches 
which connect each of the input sup)Jly phases to 
the load in turn by natural commutation. Typical 
thyristor configurations malcing up a 3-phase c;yeloconverter 
circuit are shO\'ffi in figure 2.1. Figure 2.la shows the 
simplest (3-pulse) configuration, whilst figure 2.lb shows 
a 6-pulse circuit which gives an output waveform similar 
to that obtained from a 6-phase cycloconverter. 
The thyristors are svli tched in an appropriate 
sequence by means of firing, or sv1i tching, signals a}J_nlied 
By this means, the output voltage 
wavefol'm is synthesised from segments of the phase voltage 
waveforms of the input supply, and in this respect, 
cycloconverter operation is similar to rectifier 
operation. 
In the thyristor rectifier, the switching instants 
are defined by the firing angles(~) which can be controlled 
from 0° to about 180° for each thyristor, and v;hich are 
normally held at a constnnt value as shO\'m in figure 2. 2a 
to give an output voltage waveform having a predominAnt 
d.c. component. The firing angle represents the delay 
of the switching instant from the e2rliest possible 
8 
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instant a,t which the thyri:stor can turn on. 
In the thyristor cycloconv:erter, the firing 
angles are not he~d at constant values as in the rectifier~ 
but vary for successive commutati:ons .as shovm in figure 
2o.2b. Thus., the constant firing angles in the rectifier 
are modulated for cycloconverter operation to give an 
output voltage waveform which has a predominant a.c. 
component having the required fre,quency. 
The usual method of controB.ing the cycloconverter 
to give the required output frequency is known as 
cosinusoidal control. This is- considered by McMurray(9), 
Pelly(lo), Bland(l3) and Datta(l4 ) as the most appropriate 
control method since it gives an output voltage having less 
total distortion from. the required sinusoid than occurs 
with other control methods. 
Tb facilitate the analysis of the cycloconverter, 
it is convenient to divide the array of' thyristors which 
constitute each output phase of' the cycloconverter into 
two groups: the positive group and the negative group. 
The positive group supplies the positive half cycle of 
load current,. and the negative group supplies the negative 
half cycle. This arrangement is shovm schematically 
in figure 2.3. The cycloconverter may be operated in 
the circulating-current mode or in the inhibited mode. 
In the circulating-current mode, both groups are in 
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continuous conduction and a circulating-current reactor 
is required to li·mit. the magnitude o:t: the circulating 
current; in the inhi·bi ted. mod:e, each group conducts 
alternately and therefore circulating current cannot 
flow. 
\ 
For a 3-phase load, three similar cycloconverters 
are connected in parallel on the input side, whilst 
the outputs are connected as required by the phase 
connections of the load. Such an arrangement for 
a 3-pulse inhibited cycloconverter is shown in figure 
2.4. 
(2.2) Cosinusoidal Control 
Cosinusoidal control employs a series o:t' 
cosine timing waves at input frequency and a sinusoidal 
reference wave at the wanted output frequency. The 
cosine timing waves correspond to the periods during 
which current can be naturally commutated from one 
thyristor to the next. It is convenient to derive the 
timing waves from the input supply voltages, but 
alternatively they can be derived independently, 
provided they are then synchronised with the supply 
voltage. The reference voltage is derived from a 
variable frequency signal generator. 
The instantaneous magnitudes. of the 
timing and reference waves are compared in the control 
system; and the switching instants (commutation points)of the 
13 
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thyristors coincide with intersections of' the two wa-ves. 
This· is shovm in figure 2.5, and the moduiat.ed sequence 
of firing angles results in the alternating output 
voltage .. 
The ratio of the magnitudes of the reference 
and timing waves is defined as the· 'modulation facto-r'. 
For unity modulation factor, the firing angles are modulated 
successively between the limits of 0° and ]80° resulting 
in maximum magnitude o.f the wanted component of output 
vo~tage. For zero_modulation factor, the reference voltage 
is zero and the firing angles remain fixed at. 90° 
giving zero mean output voltage. 
For a cycloconverter feeding a 3-phase load, 
three· reference waves are required with a phase 
displacement between each of 2rc/3 radians. Each of the 
reference waves is fed to each of three similar cycloconverter~ 
which make up the 3-phase cycloconverter~ 
(.2.3) 'fhe Circulating-current Cycloconvertei• 
In the circulating-current cycloconverter, firing 
pulses are applied continuously to both the positive 
and negative groups. The control system is designed 
so that the output voltage waveforms of the two groups 
have the same wanted component; typical waveforms 
are shown in figures 2.6a and 2.6b. Load current 
flows from whichever group is forward biassed by the 
combined effect of the input voltage and the back-
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e.m.f. of the Woad. 
The· instantaneous differences. between the 
two vol.tage waveforms shown in figures 2.6a and 2.6b 
cause :iinstantane.ous forward:. biassing of the group 
which is not conducting load current, resulting in the 
flow. of circulating/ current between the two groups. 
Tb liemit the magnitude of the circulating current, a 
circulating-current. reactor is required in each output 
phase of the cycloconverter. The output terminals of the 
cycloconverter are located at the centre taps .of the 
reactors~ so that the output voltage waveform of the 
cycloconverter is composed of the aver8ges of the 
instantaneous voltages of the separate groups. Figure 
2.6c shows the output voltage waveform of the cycloconvertcr 
corresponding to the two group waveforms shown 
in figures· 2o6a and 2.6b. Since the wanted components 
for the positive and negative groups are identical, then 
a.t wanted output frequency there is no volt drop 
across the reactor and the wanted component of the 
cy:ci!oconverter output is identical with those for the 
separate groups~ 
{2.4) The Inhibited Cycl oconver'ter 
In the inhibited cycloconverter, firing pulses 
are applied alternately to the two thyristor groups 
·for dur·ations equivalent to the respective half cycles 
of ·load current. . Dm•ing the conducting periods of 
18 
each group. the commuta:t::icon points are determined .by the 
same method of.control as for the circulating..,eurrent 
cycloconverter. Thus, for cosinusoldal control o,f 
the inhibited cycloconverter, the commutation pointEr 
are· determined as in figure 2.5. 
D.uring the non-conducting periods of 
each groupp the firing pu1ses are b~ocked and the 
group is said to .be 'inhibited' so that circulating 
. current cannot flow. Cirbulating-current reactors 
are not. therefore required .. 
Although the inhibited cycloconverter 
does not require circulating-current· reactors, it 
does require additional electronic circuits for 
inhibition control. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic 
diagram of a cycloconverter with a method of inhibltion 
control using zero current detection. 
The requirements of the inhibition control system 
are to determine the corre.ct instant for changeover of 
load current 1'rom one group to the other, and then to 
inhi.bi t the outgoing gr·oup and to release the firing 
pulses of the incoming group. A time-delay is required 
.between inhi,.bi tion and the release of firing pulses to 
ensure that the thyrist6rs in the outgoing group have 
regained their fully .blocked (non-conducting) state. 
Failure to.provide sufficient time-delay can result in 
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a short-circuit ·across t·he input phases. 
The output voltage waveform of the inhibited 
cycloconverter is effectively synthesised from portions 
of the separate positive and negative group voltage 
waveforms of tl1e circulating-current cycloconverter (figures 
2. 6a and 2.6b). The :imstants of transition between the 
positive and negative group waveforms depend on the 
instants of the load-current zeros. The output voltage 
waveform of the inhibited cycloconverter is therefore 
load- dependent. F'igui'C 2. 8 shows examples of output 
voltage waveforms for a 3-pulse inhibited c;ycloconverter 
fol' tVJo different loads, one .having unity displacement 
factor and the oth~r having a lagging displacemm1t 
factor. '!'he term 1 displacement factor 1 is defined as the 
·cosine of the phase difference. bet'''een the v.ranted 
components of tr1e non-sinut'.oid.al voltage and current 
waveforms. The waveforms shov.TI· in figure 2.8 are based 
on the assumptions that the l>ack - e.m.fe of the load 
is at all times able to sustain continuous current, and 
that changeover of load current from one group to the 
other occurs without time-delay. 
(2.5) Distortion in the Output Voltage Waveform 
A visual comparison of figures 2.6c and 2.8 
leads to a q_unlitative cond:usion that the output voltage 
waveform of the inhibited cycloconverter is more 
21 
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irregular and therefore more distorted than that .of the 
circulating-current cycloconverter. It is not possib~e, 
however., to draw quanti tati;ve c.:onc!tusions about the 
relative magnitudes and frequencies of the distortion 
components by a visual comparison; this can only be done 
·by mathemati'cal analysis or oy experiment,. as discussed 
later in this thesis. 
The ext.ent of the distortion of the output 
volitage wavet·orm from a pure sinusoid is closely related 
to: th.:: range 61' working output frequencies which can be 
obtained from. the cycloconverter. In particular, as 
discussed in chapter 1,, the upper limit of the output 
frequency is imposed mainly by the efr·ect on the load 
oi" low frequency·components (el:lpecially sub-harmonic 
components). A close examination or the conditions 
which rt:::sul t in the presence or·. sub-harmonics is therefore 
ol" particular relevance. 
(,2 .. 6) Sub-Harmon:i!cs and the Detei'mination of the 
Fundamental Freouency 
(2.6.1) General 
The waveforms of consecutive cycles of the 
output. voltage of the cycloconverter are not necessarily 
identical, and in order to investigate the sub-harmonic 
content of the output voltage, it is necessary to 
identify the period over wh.ich the waveform is repeated. 
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As an example, .figures 2.9a :and 2 .. 9b are 
waveforms :Cor a 50 Hz, 3,....pulse inhibited cyc:Uoconverter 
having: output frequencies o1' 25 Hz and 20 Hz respectively. 
In :figure 2.9a, all 25, Hz cycles are iden,tical 
with each o.ther; that is, the output voltage wave:t'orm 
is repeated every cycle of the wanted output f'reQ:uency. 
The repetition f'requency is therefore equal to 25 Hz in 
·.this case. 
In figure 2.9b, the waveform is repeated after 
two cycles· of the wanted output frequency. 'l'here1'ore 
in this case, the repetition frequency is 10 Hz. 
The examples given in figure 2.-9 enable the 
repetition;. of the output voltage waveform to be seen clearly. 
Other output frequencies would be asso.ciated with 
· wa:v.eforms which may not be repeated until after a large 
number of cycles at output t·requency. In such cases, the 
repetition t·requencies would be considerably less than 
the respective output frequencies. 
(2 .. 6 .. 2) Fourier Analysis ot· the Output Voltage Wavet·orm 
'!'he magni tudes of the wanted and the distortion 
components in the output voltage of the cycloconverter 
are calculated by J:o,ourier Analysis. The analysis 
must be carried out over.a period which completely defines 
the waveform, and the inverse of this period. gives the 
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fundamental frequency of the Fourier Series. 
The output voltage waveform o1' the cycloconverter 
is completely defined by the repetition p.eriod, and 
there!'ore the !'undamental frequency of the Fourier Series 
is given by the repetition frequency. When the 
repetition frequency is less than the wanted output 
frequency, the. wanted component of the output voltage is 
one o1· the harmonic components defined by the Fourier 
Series. The fundamental component, together with any 
other components having a frequency less than that of the 
wan,ted component, are termed the 'sub-harmonic' components. 
As discussed in chapter 1, it is essential that the 
sub-harmonic components should have low magnitudoo since 
they tend, more than the super..,.harmonic components, to be 
responsible for limiting the range of acceptabie output 
frequencies obtainable from the cycloconverter. 
Before the harmonic components of the output 
voltage can be computed for a given set of operating conditions, 
the appropriate values of the fundamental frequency must 
be determin-ed. Two methods wert: -developed and they are 
discussed in the following sections. The analyses 
of the output voltage Wa-veforms were then carried 
out using computer programs which are described in 
chapters 3 and 4. 
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(2.6.3:) Determination of the Fundamental Freouency: 
Firs.t Me.thod 
In the cosinusoidal method .of controilllinr; the 
cycloconverter, the number of cosine. timing waves per 
second is equal to the product of the pulse number (p) 
of the cycloconverter circuit and the input frequency (f1).. 
Denoting the fundamental (repetition) frequency by ff' 
the number of cosine timing waves during one repetition 
period (1/ff) is therefore equal to 
pfi 
-fr 
The number of cosine·timing waves in one 
repetition period must be an integer, and ther·efore the 
value of ff must be selected to give an in.teger value 
to the above expressiQn. 
= integer 
( 2.1) 
(2.2) 
From· the discussion in sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 
on the repcti tion and fundamen-tal freq_uencies of the 
output voltage waveform, it follows that there must be 
an integer number of cycles of the wanted component (at 
output frequency, f 0 ) in each cycle of the fundamental 
component. Therefore another necessary condition ~or 
determining the fundamental frequency is that 
= integer 
For a given set of values of p, fi and f
0
, the 
highest value of ff which satisfies the t\'/o conciitions 
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( 2.3) 
., 
given by expressions (2.2) and(2.3) is the required 
value of fundamental frequency to be used in the Fourier 
Analysis. Any o;ther, loYJer, value of ff which also 
satis,fies the two conditions could·also be used, but 
the computer storage requirements would be unnecessarily 
grea,ter, and the run times would be longer. 
The above procedure was followed for the 
earlier computer analysis, but an alternative method of 
determining the fundamental frequency was developed later. 
This method is described in the next section. 
(2.6.4) Determination of the Fundamental Frequency: 
Second Method 
Dividing expression (2.2) by expression (2.3) 
gives: 
= 
pf. 
As discussed in section 2.6.3, f ~ 
f 
( 2.4) 
must take integer values. 
pfi 
However, r-- depends on any 
0 ' 
combination of values of p, fi and f 0 and can therefore 
be any integer or non-integer value. Manipulation of 
this value of pfi/f
0 
(hereafter refe~red to as the 
pfi/f0 Ratio) forms the basis of the second method of 
determining the fundamental frequency. It should be 
noted that, although a parti•cular combination of values 
of p, fi and f
0 
giva:la particular value of the pfi/f
0 
Ratio, 
the same Ratio value will also be representative of 
other combinations of p, fi <md f
0
• 
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The first step in this method is to convert 
the numerical value of the pfi/f0 Ratio to a fra·ctional 
number of the form: 
u! (2.5) D 
For example, if p = 3, fi = 50 Hz and f'0 = 333' Hz, then 
the Ratio is 4.5. .As an alternative, the pfi/f0 Ratio 
is also 4.5 for p = 6, fi = 60 Hz and f 0 = 80 Hz. Thus 
in either case, the pf'i/f0 Ratio in fractional f'orm is 
4~ which from expression (2.5) above, gives bl = 4, N = 1, 
D = 2. · To ensure that the selected value (Ff) of the 
fUndamental frequency is the highest value, the 
f'ractional element ~ must be in minimal form; that is, 
4fu must be reduced to 4~. 
The numerical value of' expression (2. 5) is then 
re-written as the quotient of' two components in the form 
of the left-hand side of' expression (2.4): 
The two components of this expression must 
again take integer values, and the only value of F f 
Vlhich will inevitably satisfy this condition is 1 Hz. 
Expression (2.6) then becomes: 
Comparing expressions (2.4) and(2.7) gives: 
fo = D Hz 
pfi = till+ N Hz 
f'f = 1 Hz 
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( 2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8a) 
(2.8b) 
(2.8c) 
The significance of these expressions is that 
when the pfi/f0 Ratio of the cycloconverter has the 
N numerical value M.D' the fundamental frequency is 1Hz 
for input and output frequencies as given by expressions 
(2.8a) and (2.8b). For any other input and output 
frequencies, the fundamental frequency is obtained from 
expressions (2.8a) and (2.8c:) to give: 
fo 
rf' = n (2.9) 
Thus in order to determine the fundamental 
frequency, it is only necessary to consider the element·~ 
of expression (2.5). · Hence, for all pfi/f0 Ratio values 
whic.h give D = 2 in expression (2.5), that is ll, 2l, 3l, 
4l, 5l, etc., the fundamentEJl frequency is always 
l of the output frequency. Similarly, for pfi/f0 Ratio 
values of 1~, 1~, 2t, 2i, 3~, 3i, etc., for which D = 3, 
the fundamental frequency is always -& of the output 
frequency. 
For D = 2, the wanted componm t is the second 
harmonic of the fundamental component, whilst for D = 3, 
it is the third harmonic. 
Similar conclusions can be drawn for any other 
value of D. In the case of D = 1, for which the 
pfi/f0 Ratio values are integers, the fundamental 
frequency is equal to the output frequency; in this case 
there can be no sub-harmonic co roponents in the output 
voltage waveform. 
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ln the example quoted earli'er in this section 
for p - 3, fi = 50 H~ and f 0 = 33F Hz, g:i:ving.a :Pf1/f0 
Ratio of 4~~ the' fundamental frequency i!s ¥ = ,16~ Hz. 
In the example where p = 6, fi = 60 ·Hz and f 0 = 80 Hz 
which also gives a Ra,tio ,of 4t, the ftindamental frequency 
is 8o 2 = 40 Hz. 
The above procedure for determining the 
f:undamental frequency is readily written into the 
computer program, and it replaced the first method 
described in the previous section. It also enables 
the output data of the computer analysis to be of a 
more generalised form thaq with the first method. This 
is discussed in greater detail in chapter .4. 
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CHAPTER' 3 
. ., . 
MODULATION AND SAl~PLING IN THE CY8LOCONVERTER 
(3.1) Introduction 
. In the cosinusoidal method of contro!l!ling the 
cycloconverter described in chapter 2, the thyristor 
switching instants depend not U]JOn the continuous value of 
the reference wave, but upon its values a·t discrete points 
in time. These values can therefore be considered as 
samples of the reference wave. Thi·s concept was. 
recognised by Griffith and Ulmer(l5), and Forcr< 12) 
inves,tigated the sampling process in the circulating-current 
cycloconverter in the context of the.application of 
communication techniques. ·Ford's in:vestigation.was based 
on the principle th2.t whether frequency-changing occurs 
in communication practice or in pOYier practice, it can on1y 
be achieved by modulation. A corollary to this principle 
is that a cycloconverter is a modulator, and this opens up 
the possibility of applying techniques used in co!llDunications 
engineering to the cycloconverter. 
In this chapter, further consideration is given 
to the identification and application of sampling and 
modulation in the cycJ:oconverter. The effect of resultant 
modificntions to the control system on the magnitudes of 
the principle sub-harmonic components of the output 
yol tages is investiga,ted by digital computer. 
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(3.2) Amplitude Modulation in the Cycloconverter 
Consider the operation of one •group of ·the 
cycloconverter with a constant d. c. r~ferenc·e voilita'is-e. 
The output v:oltage wa.veform (figure 3.la) ·:rs that of ·a 
rectifier operated with a fixed firing angle IX', and can 
be considered: as a modulated wave. Each input phase 
voltage is modulated (multiplied) by a square-wave 
switching function corresponding to the switching instants 
of the thyristors and to the conducting periods O·f the 
associated input phase. The m·1itching function has 
unity magnitude and its mark/space ra.tio is the inverse 
of the number of input phases. The fundamental 
frequency of the switching function is equal to the 
input frequency (wi), and its phase displacement from 
the associated input phase vel tage is given by o(; in 
terms used in communications engineering, the input 
phase voltage is the carrier wave, and the switching 
function is the modulating wave. The modulated waves 
associated with the separate input phases are 
multiplexed to give the resultant output 'I"Taveform. 
For cycloconverter action (figure 3.lb), the 
firing angle is continuously varied under cosinuso:i!dal 
control, as described in chapter 2. For a required 
output frequency w
0
, the input reference voltage is 
r sin w t, where r is the modulation factor which is 
0 
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· the magnitude of the refer·ence wave· relative to ·the 
magnitude of the cosine timing wa:ves. The switching 
instants are given by the values-oft which .satisfy the 
equa-tion 
(r Sin -w0 t) = COB {w1 t - 9k) (3.1) 
where ek is the phase displacement of 'the kth cosine 
' timing wave from an arbitrary reference point. 
The thyristor swit.ching. rimcttons,:f'(wi_ t, w0 t), 
which result from thes·e switching instants have varf:able 
mark/space ratio as shown in f:i:'gure 3.lb and are 
functions of the input frequency w1 and the output 
In all other respects the identification 
of modulation for cycloconverter action is the same 
as for rectifier action as discussed above. The output 
vo:J:tage of a cycloconverter cnn therefore be considered 
as the result of amplitude modulating the carrier input 
supp!ly voltages with the un:i!ty magnitude thyristor 
switching functions. However, it i's to be emphasised 
that these switching functions are not externally 
applied voltages but.are merely modulation.components of 
the output voltage waveform. 
It has been shown above, that the output 
voltage waveform of the cycloconverter is dependent on 
the nature of the thyristor switching function which, 
in turn, is dependent on the switching instants. 
However, there is not just one unique switching function 
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for a given output frequency; control methods 
other than ·Cosinusoidal control will result in 
different switching functions. The differing ef:rect of 
these switching functions is in the magnitude and frequency 
of the.harmonic components oi' the output voltage. 
Since the main objective of this investigation is 
to reduce the magnitude of· the sub-harmonics·, the 
effect of small ·but highly significant. variations in 
the switching instants is of particular interest. 
(3.3). Identification of. Pulse Width Modulation and 
Natural Sampling in the Cycloconverter 
Cattermole( 16) describes the well-established 
telecommunicHtions process.oi' obtaining pulse time· 
modulation (PTM) of' a signal by natural sampling. 
The basts of this process is to compare· the signal with 
a reference waveform which may be either a saw-tooth 
or some other waveform containing a periodica·l!l:y 
repeated ramp. The sampling epochs are defined by 
the intersections of the sign13.l with the reference wave. 
A sequence of impulses at the epochs so defined 
constitutes naturally-sampled PTM, and a sequence of 
rectangular Pulses whose leading edges occur at uniformly 
spaced instants and whose trailing edges are defined by 
the sampling epochs, const.:i. tute naturally-sampled' pulse· 
width modulation (PWM) of the original sj;gnal • 
t: 
The above descripUon of l'TM and PWMcan be 
directly related to the cycloconverter by rephrasing the 
terms 'signal' and 'reference wave' used in the 
telecommunications ro ntext, to 'reference wave·' and 'cosine 
ti!ming waves·' respectively used in the cycloconverter 
context. The cosine t:i:ming waves .are therefore used in 
place of the saw-tooth waveform referred to by Cattermole, 
and the starts of the cosine timing waves define the 
reference points for the PTM impulses and also the 
leading edges of the rectangular ~VM pulses. The 
salilpling epochs defining the naturally sampled PTM 
impulses and the naturally sampled PWM trailing edges are 
coincident with the thyristor switching instants. 
It therefore follows that conventional 
cosinusoidal control of the cycloconverter can be 
identified with the pro ce.ss of natural sampling of the 
reference wave. The continuously varying value of the 
reference voltage bet¥Teen the sampling instants has no 
·significance, and the reference wave is represented· by 
time deviations from the starts of the cosine timing 
waves. The resulting trains of PTM impulses are shown 
in figure 3.2 and the corresponding trains of PWM pulses 
are .shown in figure 3.3. 
Cattermole also describes 'double-edged' PWM 
in which the reference wave (in the telecommunications 
context) has two slopes as shown in figure 3.4a r;i ving 
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linear modulEt:l!on. . The equi v:alen:t process in the 
c~cloconverter would be to utilise the continuous 
·cosine t1ming wave over its range from 0 to 2n etc., 
as shown in f1gure 3.4b. However, without re·course 
to forced commutation techniques, it is not possible 
to employ a thyr:l!stor firing angle (~) in the range 
1!80° ~ a( ~ 360° corresponding to the positive slope of 
the cosine timing wave (or the negative slope in the· 
negative group of thyristors). Any attempt to do so 
in the naturally commutated cycloconverter would lead 
to commutation failure. Double-edged PWM of the form 
shown in figure 3.4b :l.!s therefore not possible. However 
a form of double-edged Pi'IU can be obtained by using two 
timing waves and om:i:tting the sampling epochs on their 
positive slopes. This i's a method referred to by 
Panter(l7) and is shovm in figure 3.4c. It is seen 
that the train of PWM pulses corresponds exactly to 
the thyristor switching functions which were discussed in 
the previous section (section. 3 •. 2). 
Thus it is shown that the operation of the 
cycl oconverter can be identifi:ed with naturally-sampled 
PWM with either trailing-edge modul2.tion or a form of 
double-edged modulation. 
(3.4) AJ?pilicati:on of Regular Sampling: to the Control 
of the Circulating-current Cyc:toconverter 
(3.4.1) General 
-----
rt has been shovm in section 3.3 that 
convent:i:onai. cosinus·oidal control of a cycJioconverter 
can be identified with natural sampling of the 
reference wave. Nat.ural sampling was seen to be a 
process in which the sampling instants ca.incide with 
the PTM train of impulses, and with the modulated edges of 
the PWM train of rectangular pulses, whi·ch in turn, define 
the thyr:istor swi telling instants. The sampling intervals 
are not equal but depend on the amplitudes of the samples 
of the modulating signal (that is, the cycl oconverter 
reference wave). 
'.rhis interpretation of natural sampling is 
also given by Pan·ter·( 17) who then proceeds to a 
definition of •uniform' sampling· as a process of sampling 
in which the widths of the PWM pulses are dependent on the 
amplitude of the modulating signal.at uniformly spaced 
sampling instants. The term 'regularly sampled 1 :i:s 
often used in communications engineering synonymously 
with 1 Wliformly sampled', and the term tregular' 
sampling will be used in this thesis. 
The resulting difference between natural and 
regular sampling when applied, for exampl£:, to trailing-
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edge PWM i!s that with natural sampling, the sampling 
instant is at the end of the pulse, whilst with regular 
sampling, the sampling instant is at the beginning of 
the pulse. In the cyc!Loconverter, therefore, the 
sampl:ing instants for regular sampling are at the starts 
of the cosine timing waves. 
Sampling at regular intervals is 
majority of applications in communications 
used in the 
(18) 
engineering · • 
The reason for this is based on the principle that with 
irregular sampling some samples will be close to each 
other giving much the same information, whilst others will 
be separated by a vdder interval resulting in the 
possibility of error. · Regular sampling, on the other. 
hand, is credited with greater accuracy and less. 
distortion than natural sampling. Later considerations 
in this thesis will be concerned with assessing whether 
these advantages of regular sampling also apply to the 
cycloconverter. 
Sample-and-hold is another process used in 
communications engineering practice when a.sample, which 
is evaluated instantaneously, is required to .be retained 
for a certain period of time. The two processes of 
regular sampling and sample-and-hold can be combined and 
applied to cosinusoidal control of the cycloconverter as 
an alternative to natural sampling. It is convenient to 
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sample at the starts of the cosine timing wav.es wh:i:ch 
occur a,t regular intervals, and the sampled values are 
then held constant and compared with the instantaneous 
values of the associated cosine timing wavm as shown in 
figure 3.5. The PTM impuises, or the trailing edges of 
the PWM pulses, then ma·rk the instants when the held samples 
· and t·he associated timing waves are equal, corresponding 
also to the thyristor switching instants. 
As with natural sampling, regularly sampled 
double-edged PWM gives a train of rectangular pulses 
which are identical to the thyristor switching functions. 
The switching functions for regular sampling will be 
different from those for natural sampling resulting in 
slight differences in the output.voltage waveforms. 
However, since each switching function is derived from 
samples of the same reference wave ·having the required 
output frequency of the cycloconvel•ter, the output voltage 
in each case has a predominant component at this 
frequency. 
(3 .. 4.2) Signtficance of the Sampling Theorem 
It is seen from the foregoing that the 
application of sampling techniques to the cycloconverter 
involves sampling the reference wave, converting these 
amplitude-modulated samples to time-modulated pulses and 
then using these pulses to synthesize the output waveform 
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from sections of the input vo!l:tage waveforms. The 
obj e.cti ve is to fabrica.te a waveform which, as closely 
as possible~ has the f'orm of the sampled wave, that is a 
sinusoidal wavef'orm of wanted output frequency. The 
iden.tification of P'NM and the switching functions. are 
introduced .as intermediate steps in the process. o:f . 
synthesizing the output voltage waveform. 
A basic theorem in communications signal 
processing is the samp!liing theorem,which is applicable to 
regular sampling. This states that, if the samples of 
a given analogue signal are to carry sufficient. 
information. to enable the signal to be reconstituted, the 
rat·e of sampling must be equal to at least twice the 
highest frequency of the significant components present 
in the original signal. A rate of sampling exactly 
equal to twice the highest frequency is called the N.yquist 
Rate .of Sampling. 
Thi'B theor,em can be applied to the cyc1oconverter 
in which th·e sampled signal is the sinusoidal reference . 
wave having a f'requency equal to the wanted output 
f'requency, f 0 •. 
• • Nyquist sampling rate = 2f 
. 0 (3.2) 
Each sample of the reference wave is associated 
with one cosine timing wave, and theref'ore the actual 
sampling rate is equal to the number of cosine timing waves 
per second. The number of cosine timing waves 
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per second is the product of.thepulsenumber (p), of 
the cycloconverter ci!rcuit and the input frequency 
• 
.. Actual sampling rate = pfi 
Since the Nyquist sampling rate is the minimum 
permissible sampling rate, then from expressions (3.2) and 
(3•3)' 
pfi :> 2f0 
or f 0 ~ pfi 
2 
This gives the theoretical maximum output 
frequency of the cyclocon:verter. 
Taking, as an example, a 3-pulse cycloconverter 
with a 50Hz input frequency, the theoretical maximum 
output frequency is therefore given by 
3 .• 50 
2 
= 75 Hz 
In practice, the maximum output frequency is considerably 
less than 75 Hz. The reason for this difference is that 
the Sampling Theorem assumes that the analogue signal 
is to be recons,ti tuted from the samples using an ideal 
filter or demodulator. The cycloconverter clearly does 
not act as an ideal filter or demodulator since the 
output voltage waveform is not an exact replica of the 
input reference voltage which is sinusoidal. 
This then leads to the conclusion that the 
reference wave must be sampled at a rate higher than the 
--
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Nyquist Rate in order that it can be reconstituted with 
acceptab~e distortion. It is not possible, however, 
_ to make a quantitative conclus:l:on for the miniDIUm practical 
sampling rate since this is dependent upon the load 
and on the, acceptable levels of distortion at the 
vartou s distortion frequencies. The acceptabl'e levels 
of distortion are generally based on subjective or 
empirical considerations rather than theoretical ones. 
From expression (3.4) it is seen that the 
theoretical minimum value of the pf'1/f0 Ratio of the 
cyclooonverter is 2~0. It was shown in section 2.6.4 
that the magnitude of the pf1/f0 Ratio is significant in 
terms of the fundamental repetition frequency of the 
output voltage waveform. For example, when the value of 
the pfi/f0 Ratio is an integer, the fundamental frequency· 
is equal to the wanted output frequency and there are 
then no sub-harmonic components in the output waveform. 
In terms or sampling, this corresponds to the-situation 
where the trains of amplitude-modulated samples (and of 
the corres~onding PWM pulses) of consecutive cycles 
of the reference wave are identical. This is only 
possible when there are an integer number of cosine 
timing waves in one cycle of the reference wave. 
When there is a non-integer number of cosine 
timing waves in one cycle of the reference wave, the 
trains of amplitude-modulated samples of consecutive 
cycles of the reference wave are not identical. As 
4_8 
discussed: in section 2 .. 6.1-1-,- the fundamental! .repetition 
frequen.cy is then less than the wanted output. frequency •. 
Although this indicates that a sub-harmonic componen.t 
may be present iri the output voltage wave:rorm,. no 
indication is given of its magnitude relative to the 
wanted output component. The magnitudes of the 
sub-harmonic components, and the reCLative e.ffects of 
natural and regular sampling, were investigated using 
a digital computer as described in the next section. 
(3.4.3) Spectral Analysis by Computer Investigation 
A computer program simulating the circulating.,.. 
current cydoconverter was written in Fortran I'¥ 
language and run initially on an IBM: 1130 digital computer 
and subsequently on an ICL 4-75 computer. The primary 
purpose of the program, a copy of which is shown in 
Appendix 1, was to compute the.magn:l:tudes·of the 
sub-harmonic components of the output voltage, together 
wHh a limited range of the low-order super-harmonic 
components. 
The first part of the prog.ram computes the 
instants at which the cosine timing waves and the samples 
of the reference wave are equal. These are the _sw.i tching 
instants of the thyristor switching functions {as 
discussed in section 3.2), and are the starts and finishes 
of segments of the input supply waveforms from which the 
output voltage waveform. is fabricated. The computed 
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switching instants are then used in the second.part of 
the program for computation of the magni.tudes of the 
harmonic components of the output voltage waveform by 
Fourier Analysis. Appendix 2 shows the. adaptation of the 
basic Fourier Expressions for the computer program. 
The fundamental repetition frequency was determined by 
the method described in ~ection 2.6.3. 
. From the Fourier coefficients, the magnitude 
of the wanted and the distortion components are computed 
for the positive and negative_groups. The mean value 
at each frequency gives the magnitude of each component 
for the complete cycloconverter. 
Tlie program was arranged to run with natural and 
regular sampling for a range of output frequencies as 
specified in the input data. 
Table 3.1 shows the computed magnltudes of the 
components of the output voltage wave1·orm of a 50 Hz 
3-pulse circulating-current cycloconverter 
for natural sampling. The modulation factoi is 0.9. 
The magnitudes are expressed as percentages of the wanted 
component, and those components which are less than 1% 
of the wanted component are ignored. 
As discussed in chapter 1, high frequency 
. --
components are oi' less importance than those which are-near, 
and particularly below, the wanted output frequency. 
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OUTPUT FREQUENCY OF COMPONENT (Hz) 
F'REQ. 
(HZ) 0 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 70 
I----· 
, . 
5 100 
!-----
10 100 
15 
I 
100 
!----·---
20 100 9 
----
25 100 9 \.Jl ...., . : 
30 100 
35 9 100 4 
40 9 4 100 2 31 
45 5 10 100 31 
50 100 
TABLE . 3 -1 3-PULSE 50HZ CIRCULATING-CURRENT CYCLOCONVERTER: 
MAGNITUDES 0!=' THE LOW-FREQUENCY COMPONENTS 
AS PERCENTAGES OF THE WANTED COMPONENT. 
NATURAL SAM~LING 
The tabulated results are therefore limited to a 
maximum component frequency of 70 Hz. The results for 
natural sampling, that is normal cosi:nusol!dal control, 
are very similar to those given by Peliy(lJO), and 
Ford(l2), the .differences being .less than 1.5% of the 
magnitude of the wanted cmmponent. 
It was shown in the previous section and 
in section 2.6.4 that if the value of the pf/f0 Ratio 
of the cycloconverter is an integer, then no sub-harmonic 
can exist in the output voltage waveform. In table 
3.1, this is confirmed by the results for output 
frequencies of 5, 10, 15, 25, 30 and 50 Hz all of which 
correspond to integer values of the pfi/f0 Ratio. 
Output frequencies of 35, 40 and 45 Hz correspond to 
non-integer values of the pfi/f0 Ratio giving 
theoretically-present sub-harmonic components, and indeed 
are shovm in the tabulated results to give significant 
sub--harmonic components of magnitude up to almost 10% 
of the wanted component. 
The tabulated results also show that a significant 
:tow-frequency super-harmonic is present when the output 
frequency is 40 Hz or 45 Hz. ·In both cases, its 
magnitude is 31.% of the magnitude of the wanted component. 
Although, a:s stated in _chapter 1, the super-harmonics have 
less effect on the torque and efficiency of an a.c. motor 
than the sub-harmonics, these 31% super-harmon:l!cs are of 
sufflciently high magnitude as also tending to be 
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responsible for imposing a limit on the practical output 
frequency of a cycioconverter. 
Table 3.2 shows the results for regular sampling 
corresponding to table 3.1. A comparison of these 
results shows that the 10 Hz sub-harmoni'c components at 
wanted output frequencies of 35, Hz and.40 Hz; and the 
30 Hz sub-harmonic component at 45 Hz wanted output 
frequ~:mcy are attenuated from about 9% of the wanted 
component for natural sampling to less than 1% for regular 
sampling. The 20 Hz and 15 Hz sub-harmonic components 
occurring at wanted output frequencies of 40 Hz and 45 Hz 
respectively, ·are also attenuated to less than 1% of the 
wanted component by employing regular sampling. However, 
similar significant improvements are not obtained with 
the high magnitude 70Hz and 60Hz super-harmonic. 
components which occur at wanted output frequencies of 
40 Hz and 45 Hz respectively. 
Figure 3.6a compares the magnitude of the wanted 
components for natural.and regular sampling. The 
theoretical maximum output voltage is 32 (= 0.825} of 
the input phase voltage(lo). The modu!l:~tton factor for 
the computed results is 0.9 and therefore the theoretical 
output voltage is 0.9 .x 82.5 .,;, 74.3% of· the input voltage. 
For natural sampling, the computed output voltage is 73.2% 
of the input voltage for all OU·tput frequencies except 
30Hz .. At this frequency, there is a rise in voltage 
which, as shown in figure 3.6a, is then negated by 
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regular sampling. Fi'gure 3.6a also shows that regular 
sampl'ing causes voltage attenuation which increases with 
wanted output rrequency. However, in relation to the 
voltage, th±s attenuation is insi'gnfficant. 
'The phase angles between the wanted 
components of the output voltage and the rererence 
voltag.e for natural and regular sampling are shown 
in rigure 3.6b.as runctions of wanted output frequency. 
For natural sampling, the wanted component :i:s in 
phase with the reference· voltage, except at 30 Hz when 
0 there is a phase-shift of +7 • With regular sampling, 
however, a phase-shift is introduced for all wanted 
output rrequencies, increasing linearly from 0° at 
0 Hz to -90° at 50 Hz~ 
(3.4.4) Effect of Regular Sampling on the Thyristor 
Switching Instan.ts 
The computed switching instants for the 
pooitive group of a 50 Hz 3-pulse circulating-current 
cycloconverter are shown as firing angles in f:l;gures 
3. 7a and 3. 7b for 35 Hz output frequency at 0·.9 
modulation factor for na.tural sampling and regular 
sampling respectively. These figures show the oscil:lat±ons 
o· 
of the riring angles about the 'quiescent' angle, 90 , 
and a comp:arison between them does not indica.te any 
significant di rferences between the effects of emp!l.oying 
natural or regular sampling. However, when the 
differences between successive firing angles are 
plotted as shovm in figures 3.8a and 3.8b, it is seen that 
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I. 
ne_tural sampling results in very nneven differences 
between successive firing angles, whereas when- r.egular 
sampling is emp::t:oyed, the differences are not so. gr_eat, 
and are dispersed more evenly in positive (firing angle 
increasing) and negative (firing angle decreasing) 
directions. 
The output frequency for figures 3.7 and 3.8 
is 35 Hz which corresponds to a non-integer pfi/f0 Ratio 
value. In s.ection 3.4.2 it was shovm that if the 
pi'i/1'0 Ratio has a non-integer vlilue (that is, if there 
is a non-integer number ot' cosine timing waves in one 
cycle of the reference wave), a sub-harmonic component 
may be present in the output voltage waverorm. 
However, the results in tables 3 .. 1 and 3.2 show that 
when the output frequency is 35 Hz (corresponding to 
a non-integer pfi/f
0 
Ratio value), there is a sub-harmonic 
componm t of significant magnitude "'-'hen natural sampling 
is employed, but when natural sampling is replaced by 
regular sampJ:ing, the sub-harmonic component is 
eliminated. 
Thus, al'though as discussed in section 3.4.2, 
a sub-harmonic component cannot exist if the pfi/f0 Ratio 
has an integer value, the results show that this is not 
the exclusive criterion for ensuring that no sub-harmonic 
components will be present. It is shown in figures 
3.7 and 3.8 that an alternative criterion can involve 
an appropriate dispersion of the thyristor switching 
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instants for successive cycies of the reference wave. 
This is now given further consideration. 
(3.5) Effect of Sub-harmonic Components on the Output 
Voltage Wav:e!"orm 
(.3.5.1) General 
If the cycloconverter is operated with. constant 
f'iring angles, it acts as a rectifier; with 90° firing 
angles the output voltage is zero, and with constant 
nr:i.ng angles less than or greater than 90°, ·the output 
voltage would be positive or negative respectively. 
cycloconverter action, the firing angles oscillate on 
eitner side of 90°'(vlithin the range 0 -180°) a·t a 
With 
frequeri~ equal to the output frequency. It is possible 
for both the rectifier and the cycloconverter actions to 
occur simultaneously: if the :firing angles under· 
cycloconverter action tend to be biassed towards one side 
of 90°, as shown in figure 3.9a, then a d.c. component will 
be present in tne output voltage. If this bias itself 
oscillates (at a frequency less than the wanted output 
frequency) as shown in figure 3o9b, then the poiliarity 
· o1· the d.c. component will alternate; that is, a sub-
harmonic component will be present in the output voltage. 
It was seen in the preceding section that 
appropriate control of the thyristor switching instants can 
eliminate the sub-harmonic component even if this 
component is theoretically present. This conclusion is 
now considered with respect to the shape of the output 
voltage·waveform. 
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(3.5.2) The Egual-area Criteri'on. 
_The mean (d.c.) value of any wa;verorm 
f.( t} between .times tl and t2 is equa!ll to 
1 t' f(t)d:t (3.5) t2 - tl tl 
--
If the f'unction is periodic and if 
(t2 _- t 1 ) is the period_Tf of th.e·repetition 
frequency,. then this expression is identical to 
the expression for the d.c. component when Four.i·er 
· Anal:ysis is applied to a periodic f'unction. 
Furthermore,· if f(t) is the output voltage of a 
cycl:oconverter, expression (3.5) gives the d.c. 
component of the output voltage. Substituting 
Tf for ( t 2- t 1 ), and setting. the time-axis to. give 
expression (3.5) then becomes 
d.c. component "T~ j :f f( t) dt (3.6) 
If, however, (t2 - t 1 ) is the period 
T
0 
of the wan-ted output frequency of the cycloconverter, 
then expressi:nj(3.f~ becomes 
T f(t)dt 
0 0 
( 3·7) 
E.xpressiori (3. 7) gives the d.c. component 
of the cycloconverter output voltage only if the 
wanted output frequency of the cycloconverter is 
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eqmi'l to the repeti-tion frequency of the vo~tage 
waveform. This is the condi,tion corresponding to 
figure 3.9a when the wanted outpu.t component is the 
fundamental component of the Fourier series \'..hich 
defines f(t). If the fundamental repetition frequency 
i·s· less than the wanted output frequency,. then expression 
(3.7) only gives the mean value of the output voltage 
during the period T0 • Since successive cycles of the 
output voltage waveform, at wanted output frequency, are 
not identi:cal for this condition~ the mean value for 
each cycle will not be a constant, as was shown in 
figure 3.9b. 
It therefore follows that, if there is a 
variation in the mean.value of successive cycles of the 
output voltage waveform at wanted output frequency, 
·a sub-harmonic component is present. The 1'Undamental 
·repetition frequency is then less than the wanted output 
frequency. 
When compar-i-ng the relative magni tudes of the 
::~sv::::•n::e:::~:·::v:~::::: ::e•::~::::•;r:':;:::, 
1 . Jo 
since the component T of expression (3.7) i·s conunon. 
0 
This integral gives the nett area enclosed by the output 
voltage '''ave1'orm during the period T0 seconds. 
Although the above discussion refers to the 
output voltage waveform of the cycloconverter, it applies 
equally to the output current wave1·orm. 
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~t l:s concluded-that in order to suppress a 
sub-harmonic component, the 1 equal-area criterion'· must 
be applied s,tipulating that the nett areas enclosed iby 
successive cycles of the output viav:eform at vmnted 
outpu·t frequency must be arranged to be equal ,.by 
appropriate control of the thyr:l!stor s\vitching instants. 
(3.5.3) Correlation between the Equal-area·Criterion 
ancl the Compu.ter Results 
Figure 3.10 shows the output voltage waveform 
(derived from the computed svritching instants) of the 
positive group of a 50Hz 3-pulse circulating-current 
cyd oconvcrter 'lli th 35 Hz output frequency and 0.9 
modulation factor. The area enclosed by the waveform 
is sho'.m in black, and the wanted output component is 
also sho'Nn in the figure. By comparing the nett areas 
for each successive cycle of the wanted component, a 
sub-harmonic componm t is identifiable. The computer 
results in table 3.1 showed that the magnitude of this 
component is 9% of the magnitude of the wanted 
component. 
Figure 3.11 shows the output voltage .vJaveform 
for regular sampling correspondine; to figure 3.10. In 
this case, no variation in the nett areas for successive 
cycles of the vranted component is discernible, showing 
that no significant sub-harmonic component is present. 
This was confirmed by the computer results in table 3.2. 
Thus, the modifications to the switching instAnts caused 
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- ., 
by rep~acing natural sampling with regular sampling 
result in small, but highly significant, modifications 
to the output voltage waveform such that a balance o:f' 
the enclosed areas of successive cycles of the v1anted 
output component is obtained. It is believed that this 
is the basic requirement for attenuating the sub7"harmonic 
component. 
(3.6) Inhibition Control 
The discussion so far in this chapter has been 
primarily concerned with the operation of the 
cycloconverter in the circulating-curren,t mode. Since 
each thyristor group is in continuous conduction, the 
output voltage waveform of each group is continuous. 
This provides a convenient basis for the investigation 
into the attenuation of the sub-harmonic components of 
the output voltage waveform of the cycloconverter when 
operated in the inhibited mode. 
During the conduction periods of each thyristor 
group of the inhibited cycloconverter, the thyristor 
switching instants are determined by cosinusoid'al control 
as in the circulating-current cycloconverter. During 
the non-conducting periods v1hen inhibition control is 
applied, the output voltage of the non-conducting 
thyristor group is zero. Thus, the two thyristor groups 
are effectively switched alternately at the output 
frequency (w ) of the cycloanverter. 
. 0 This leads to the 
concept of inhibition switching functions of unity 
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magnftude as shovm in figure 3.12. If the inhibition 
switching function for one group is f(w0 t}, then the 
inhibition switching function for the other group is 
f(vr t - Tt ). 0 The modulation of these functions with 
the respective group output vol.tages (for circulating-
current mode), results in two modulated waves which, when 
combined, give the output voltage waveform of the 
inhibited cycloconverter. 
As discussed in the preceding section, the 
presence of a sub_;harmonic component in the output 
voltage wa·veform has the effect of varying . the nett areas 
enclosed by successive cycles of this waveform at the 
wanted output frequency. In the inhibited cycloconvert.er, 
however, the variations of' the nett areas are under 
the influence of not only modificat:i:ons to the thyristoP 
switching functions, but also modifications to the 
inhibition switching functions. 
· TransfeP of control fro m one group to the 
other in the inhibited cycloconverter can only take 
place when the load current is zero. Thus each 
transition of the inhibition switching :function is 
associated with a zero magnitude sample of load current, 
the continuously varying load current between the samples 
having no s:i:gniricance. Since the inhibition switching 
instants are dependent on the load ~urrent zeros, there 
is no possibility of exercising direct control over the 
inhibition switching instants. However, th~re still 
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remains the possibility of' exerctR:I!ng :i>ndirect control 
over them by modif'ying the thyristor switch~ng instants 
by, f'or example, replacing naturail by regular sampJ.:ing 
or the ref'erence voltage .. 
(3.7) Application of Regular Sainphng to the Control 
of' the Inhibited' CY;c:Loconverter 
(3.7.1) General 
The computer results for the circulating-
current cycloconverter , discu~sed in section 3.4.3, 
showed very significant a.t,tenuation of the sub'-harmonic 
components of' the output val tage waveform when ·natu1•al 
sampling was replaced by regular sampling. ln the 
inhibit.ed. cycloconverter, the output voltage wavet'orm 
ot' the circulating-current. cycloconverter is modulated 
with the inhibition switdling f.unctions, and it is 
necessary to reinvestigate the effect ot' regular 
sampling on the harmonic spectra. 
For the initial investigation, it is assumed 
that the load current wave:t'orm is sinusoidal so that 
the load current zeros, which det'ine the _inhibi't:l!on 
switching instants,occur at regular intervals. It 
is further assumed a.t this stage that the load has unity 
displacement factor so that the inhibition switching 
instants are also defined by the zeros of the wanted 
component o1' the output voltage. However, since 
regular sampling in the circulating-current 
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cycloconverter was shovm to introduce a phase shift 
between the wanted output co_mponent and. the reference 
voltage, then a similar effect. is anticipated in the 
inhi;bi ted cycloconverter. In this case, there is a 
phase difference between the ihhibi t.ion switching 
functions and the reference wave. 
(3.7.2) Computer Program for Spectral Analysis of the 
Inhibited Cycloconverter 
A computer program was written· to compare the 
effects of natura] and regular sampll:ng on the harmonic 
spectrum of the output voltage waveform of the inhibited 
cycloconverter, and aiso to compare the spectrum of the 
inhibited cycloconverter with that of the circulating-
current cycloconverter. 
The first part of the program computes all the 
switching instants of the thyristor switching functions 
which would apply to the cycl oconverter if operated in 
the circulating-.current mod·e. 
The second part of the program identifies the ·' 
instants at which the load current is zero, thereby 
defining the inhibition switching functions. The phase 
difference between the reference wave and the inhibition 
switching function cannot be determined until the phase 
difference between the wanted component of the output 
voltage and the reference wave is knovm. This is to.: 
be determined by Fourier Analysis of the output voltage 
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waveform. - ,but th:is requires the inhi,bi tion switching· 
instants to be known already. 
Thus, in order that the computat1con may 
procetld,· the phase angle between the wanted component 
and the reference wavtl must be esti·mated and i·ncluded 
in the input data. .The progr.am then uses th:!:s angle 
to compute the inhibition sw:i!tching instants. Th~s 
enables those thyristor switching instants which artl 
relevant to the inhibited cycl-oconverttlr to be 
identified, and Fourier ·Anal:ys:i!s (Appendix 2) is applied 
to the:: resulting output vo~tage~waveform to determintl 
the phase angle o!' the wanted component with respect to 
the reference wave .• If the difference between this 
computed angle and the::'estimated angle is greater than 
0.4°, then an iterative procedure amtlnds the estima·ted 
value to the mean of the estimated and computed values. 
When the difference is less than 0.4°, thtl full Fom•ier 
Analysis procedure i·s applied to the output voltage 
waveform to compute the magnitudes of all the wanted: and 
.distortion components. 
( 3. 7 •. 3) Effect of Regular Sampling on .the. Performance 
of the lnhibited Cycloconverter 
Thtl computed megni tuaes of the components of the 
a.utput voltag;e for natural and regular sampii.ing are shown in 
tables 3.3 and 3.4. A comparison of tables 3.3 and 3.1 
shows that for natural sampling, the inhibited cycloconverter 
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I 
O UTPUT FREQUENCY 
FREQ . 
OF COMPO N ENT (Hz) 
(HZ) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4 5 
I 
5 100 I I 
10 100 2 
15 100 I 3 
20 3 lOO 6 4 
25 3 100 
30 1100 
35 15 4 2 100 I 
4 0 16 10 3 100 
4 5 7 14 100 
50 
T A BLE 3.3 3-PULSE SOHZ INHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER : 
M AGNITUDES OF THE LOW-FREQUENCY COMPONENTS 
A S PERCE tJTAGES OF THE WANTED COM PONENT. 
NAT URAL SAM PLI NG 
50 55 60 65 70 
2 2 
4 
2 I 16 
14 
9 5 
5 6 32 
32 
100 
. I I I • I 
OUTPUT FREQUENCY OF COMPONENT (HZ) 
FREQ. 
l2o 30 j35 (HZ) 0 5 10 15 25 40 45 
-
5 1 100 3 I 
10 jl 100 8 
15 100 4 10 
20 3 lOO! 5 2 
· ··-
25 2 100 
. .. 
30 100 
35 12 2 I 100 I 
40 13 4 I 100 
tit 3 12 100 0 
TABLE 3-4 3-PULSE 501-tZ INHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER: 
MAGNITUDES OF THE LOW-FREQUENCY COMPONENTS 
AS PERCENTAGES OF THE WANrED COMPONENT. 
REGULAR SAMPLING 
50 55 60 65 70 
4 4 
5 
2 11 12 
14 
3 7 
2 3 41 
41 
100 
I . 
I 
generates higher magni tudes of bo.th sub- and super-
harmonic componmts than those in the· circu:tating-current 
cycloconverter .. In addition, the number of significant 
(greater than the arbitrary figure of 1%) components is 
greater. Improvement of the performance of the 
cycloconverter therefore presents a more onerous problem 
when it is operated in the inhibi t.ed mode than in the 
circulating-current mode .. 
A compari!son of tables 3 .. 1 - 3.4 also shows 
that replacement of natural by regular sampling in the 
inhibited eye loconverter does not l'esul t in the 
significant improvements that were obtainGd in the 
circulating-current cyc'Loconvertcr. For example, the 
10 Hz sub-harmonic components at 35 Hz and l.JO Hz wanted 
output frequencies are attenuated from about 16% to only 
about 12t%. A more significant reduction. :i:s, however, 
obtained from 10% to 4% in the case of the 20 llZ sub-
harmonic at 40 ITz wanted output frequency. 
The variation of the. magnitude of the wanted 
output component with output.frequency for natural and 
regular sampling is shovm in figur,e 3.l3a·. As in the 
circulating-curl'Cht cycloconverter, the output vol t.age 
for natural sampling is virtually independent of the 
output frequency. The rise in voltage again occurs at 
a frequency of. 30 Hz,. but the rise is not so 
significant as in the circulating-current .cycloconverte1•. 
Figure 3 .. 13a also shows that, when regular sampling is 
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employed: in the inhibited cycloconverter, the output 
voi tage becomes attenuated'. This attenuation increases 
with frequency •. reaching: about 10% when the output. 
frequen,cy is equal to the input fre@ ency. 
Figti.re 3.13b shows that the phase angle ot· the 
wa,nted component with respect to the reference voltage 
is virtually zero at all output frequencies when 
natural sampling is employed in the cycl oconverter, but 
increases (in the lagging sense) with output frequency 
for regular sampling. 
The output voltage waveforms for 35 Hz output 
frequency are shown in t'igures 3.14 and 3.15 for natural 
and regular sampling: respectively. In both cases, the 
nett area enclosed by ·the waveforms varies between 
successive cycles of W·anted component, due to the 
presence of a sub-harmonic component. · T'ables 3.3 and 
3.4 show that the predominant sub-harmonic component has 
a frequency of 10 Hz and its magnitude is 15% ot' the 
wanted component for natural sampling, and 12% for 
regular sampling. 
The enclosed areas of the waveforms during the 
positive half cycles ot' the wanted component are exactly the 
same as the corresponding periods in figures 3.10 and 3.11 
for the positive group of the circulating-current 
cycloconverter. The enclosed areas during the negative 
half cycles are also exactly the same as the corresponding 
·periods for the negati.ve group of the circulating-current 
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cyCloconverter. But al.though regurr!ar samp[ing virtually 
eliminates the variation in nett areas during successive 
cycles o1' the wanted oo mponent 1'or both the positive 
and negative groups of the circulating-current 
cycloconverter, when segments of these waveforms are put 
together in the inhibited cycloconverter, the varia:tion 
again becomes evident. 
It is concl.uded that the introduction O·f the 
inhibition switching functions in the operation of the 
cycloconverter have a negating effect on the improvements 
obtained with regular sampling when operated in the 
circulating~current mode. 
(3 .. 7 .L~) ApplicaUon of Pulse Position Modulation 
An extension of the process of regular sampling 
in communications engineering is described by Taub and 
Schilling(lB). This is pulse position modulation, and 
involves adding ramp functions of constant slope to the 
held samples and comparing the resultant functions with 
a d.c •. reference level. At instants or intersections, 
short duration pulses are generated. By this means, 
the original analogue signal is converted to a train or 
digital time-modulated samples (referred to as pulse 
position modulation). 
The process of sampling in the cycloconverter 
·is to convert the sinusoidal l'eferencc .wave to swHching 
instnnts. Pulse position modulation is therefore 
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applicable to the control oi' the cycloconverter, with 
appro:priate modificati·ons, as shown in figure 3.16. 
Cosine timing waves are used in place of the d.c. ret·erence 
level, and the; ramp functions have durations equal to the 
t.iming waves. The ramps are added to the he1d samples 
of the reference wave in the positive group of the 
· cycloconverter (as in figure 3.16), but are inverted and 
subtracted in the negative group. The intersections 
of the cosine timing waves with the ramp functions give 
the switching instants of the thyristor switching functions. 
In order to investigate the effect of applying 
pulse position modulation to the control of the inhibited 
cycloconverter, the first part of the computer program 
was modified to give a different set of values of the 
thyristor switching instants. The computed .magnitudes 
of the output voltage components (as percentages of the 
wanted component) are shown in table 3.5. By comparing 
these results with the results shown in table 3.3, it 
is• seen that the sub-harmonic components are 
significantly. attenuated when pulse position modulation 
is. employed in place of natural sampling. For example, 
the 10 Hz sub-harmonic components at output frequencies 
' 
of 35 and 40 Hz are attenuated from about 16% to 6% 
. . 
\ 
of the wanted component. This is compared with an 
attenuation down to only about 12t% with regular sampling 
(table 3.4). The 20 Hz sub-harmonic component for 
40 Hz output frequency, and the 15 Hz sub-harmonic 
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. . 
' 
• . . I • I 
OUTPUT FREQUENCY 
FREQ. 
OF COMPONENT (Hz) · 
(HZ) 
' 
0 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
5 100 13 8 6 5 
10 100 13 8 
15 100 2 13 
20 2 100 2 I 
25 I 100 7 
30 100 
-
35 6 2 I 100 
40 6 2 I 100 2 
45 I 6 100 
so 100 
TABLE 3.5 3-PULSE 50HZ INHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER: 
MAGNITUDES OF THE LOW-FREQUENCY COMPONENTS 
AS PERCENTAGES OF THE WANTED COMPONENl'. 
PULSE POSITION MODULATION 
55 60 65 70 
4 3 
6 
3 
14 .. 6 
3 3 
2 27 
27 
· coinponent :for 45 Hz output :frequency., are attenuated to 
about 2% with pulse position modulation, compa;red .. with 
3% when regular sampling is applied. 
The voltage and ,phase angle o:f the wanted 
output componf'lht are shown in :figure 3.17 as functions 
of wanted output :frequency. The voltage is maintained 
between 76% and 77% o:f the input voltage which is an 
.improvement over the 73% :for natural sampling (:fi!gure 3.,13). 
The phase angle with respect to the re:ference voUage 
increases in a lagging. direction with increasing 
output :frequency reaching 60° at 50 Hz compared with 
82° at 50 Hz :for regular sampling (also sho\m in 
figure 3.13). 
F'igure 3.18 shows the areas enclosed by the 
output voltage waveform when pulse position modulation 
i's applied. In spite of the attenuation of the 
oub-harmonic components by employing pulse position 
modul!.ation, the variat.ion in nett areas during 
successive cycles of the wanted component. is still 
evident, showing that even a 6% sub-harmonic has a 
noticeable effect on the output waveform. 
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CHAPTER 4 -
IDENTH'ICATJ!0N OF THE SUB'-HARMONIC COMPON.l':NTS 
IN THE INHIBIT:<!D CYCL0C0NVERTER 
(4.1) Introduction 
· The last part of the previous chapter is 
concerned with the sub-harmonic components of the output 
voltage of an inhibited cycioconverter on the assumption· 
tha·t the cycloconverter suppilies s-inuso:i!dal load current. 
This is an assumption invariabily made in the literature, 
and there is no evidence to show that the effect of a 
non-sinusoidal current has been cons:l!dered in detail. 
Furthermore, there is no evidence to show that attenuation 
of the sub-harmonic components in the inhibited 
cycloconverter has been investigated. 
In this chapter, the characteristics of the 
sub-harmonic components of the output voltage of the 
inhibited cycloconverter are investigated in greater detail 
than in the last chapter. The effect of a non-sinusoidal 
load current at a non-unity displacement fac.tor is also 
discussed. Finally, a method of attenuating the sub-
. I 
hRrmoni:c components under these opera.ting cm1di tions .is 
proposed and investigated. 
(4.2) Identificati-on of the Sub-harmonic Components in 
terms of the General Harmonics 
The waveform analysis of a multi-phase 
cycloconverter is stated by Takahashi and Miyairi(ll) to 
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I 
be extremely difficult and exact analysis to be almost 
impossible. To facilitate this .problem, their analysis 
involves the replacement of cycloconverter ,opera,tioh 
by an equivalent mechanical commuta,tor and identifying the 
constituent harmonics in the resulting frequency-modula:tion 
expression. Similar 
. . (lo) 
results are obtained by Pell:y , 
whose analysis is based on the switching function concept 
discussed in chapter 3, giving the same constituent 
harmonics in the output waveform as are identified by 
T~kahashi and Miyairi. 
The frequencies of the harmonic components 
present in the output voltage of a 3-pulse inhibited 
cycloconverter are shown by Pelly(lo) to be given by the 
following general relationships: 
and n 
and 
l3(2m-l)fi i: 2nf0 I 
l6mfi :1: (2n+l)f0 I 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where m = any integer from 1 to inflnity 
n = any integer from 0 to infini t;')' 
fi= input frequency 
f = 0 output frequency 
The frequencies of the components for m = 1 
· . and (4.2) 
= O, 1, 2, 3, 4, using expressiorn(4.1~, are: 
. \ 
h = o rh = 3f i. I 
n = 1 fh = 3fi ± 2f0 i 
n = 2 fh. = 3f i ± 4f 0 f 
n = 3 fh = 3fi ± 6f0 J 
n = 4 fh = 3fi ± 8f0 ~ 
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i 
n = 0 fh = 6f 1 ± f 0 
n = 1 rh:-= 6t,1 _-t 3f0 
n = 2 fh - 6f'1 ± 5f0 
n = 3 fh = 6r1 ± 7f0 
n = 4 fb = 6f. ± 9f0 
(4.4) 
'[--and' f.o~_m __ =: _ 2' in~~pressi;~ {4:1),~-t ·! 
--·---- -----..--··· ··-- -----·-·-·r , 
_ n = 0 fh = 9f1 
n = l fh = 9f1 ± 2f0 
n - 2 fh = 9fi ± 4f0 
n = 3 fh = 9f1 ± 6f0 
n = 4 fh = 9f1 ± 8f0 
The above components represent ori.ly a small 
number of the infinite number of components in the 
frequency spectrum of the 3-pulse inhibited cycloconverter. 
The presence of these components is also confirmed 
by Takahashi and Uiyairi(_n). 
For 6-pulse operation, the components sho\•m 
in expressions (4. 3) and (4. ~would not be present, the 
remaining components then being on either side of 6fi' 
12fi etc. 
Thus, for a· "p-pulse inhibited cycloconverter, 
the frequencies of the harmonic component"s. are. ·given by 
fh =Imp fi ± (2n + k)fol 
where k = 0 for odd values of ( mp) 
= 1 for even values of (mp) 
If the alternative sign in this e:>..ln'ession is 
positive, then fh>f0 and the component cannot·be a sub-
(4.6) 
harmonic. Therefore all sub-h8rmonic components must have 
the general form : 
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(4.7) 
This does not mean, however, that .all components 
represented by expression (4. 7) are sub-harmonic components. 
Expression (4.7} .can· be re-.arranged as follows: 
The factor 
fh ,;, . I m(~fi) - (2n+k) I fo ('4 •. 8) 
(pfi/f~) in th~s expression was referred to 
in chapter 2 as the 'Ratio' o.f the cycloconverter, and 
its numerical value expressed as a fraction was shown 
to be significant in determining the frequency of the· 
fundamental component of the series of harmonic 
components which constitute the output voltage of the 
cycloconverter. 
If the quantity· I m.(~fi)- (2n + k)l<l.O, then 
. 0 
the harmonic is a sub-harmonic component for the 
particular values of m, p, fi' f 0 , n and k •. 
In order to proceed further towards the 
identification of the sub-harmonic components, it is 
convenient to consider the operation of the cycloconverter 
separately for integer and non-integer values of the 
(4.2.1) Operation of the Cycloconverter at Integer 
pfi/f
0 
Ratio Values 
For a component to be a sub-harmonic, its 
frequency is less than. the output frequency. Thus, in 
expression (4. 8 ) , the coefficient of f
0 
must be less 
than 1.0. m, .n and k are integers, and since the 
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pfi/f0 Ratio is ailso an integer for the· present. discussion, 
then the coefficient of f 0 can oniy be· zero or an integer. 
It· is therefore concluded that when the 
cycloconverter is operated at an integer· value of' the 
pfi/f0 Ratio, there will be no alternating sub-harmonic 
components. There may however b.e a d.c. component if 
the coef'ficient of f
0 
in expression (4 .... 8 ) is zero. 
For a 3-pulse cycloconverter and m = 1, 
expression (4.:8 ) becomes 
Therefore fh is a d.c. component if the pfi/f0 Ratio 
is an even-valued integer. 
For a 3-pulse cyclocon:verter and m = 2; 
expression (4. 8 ) becomes 
(4.9 ) 
fh = 12: c~: 1) (2n+l) I f 0 (4.10) 
For an~ integer value of pfi/f0 , the coeffi•ci:ent of 
f is never zero, so that in this case fh can never be 0 . 
a d. c. component .• 
For a 3-pulse cyclocon.verter and m = 3, 
expression .(4.·8 ) becomes 
fh = 3 (::i) 2n'lf - 0 
In this case, fh is a d.c. component if pfi/f
0 
is an 
even in.teger •. 
(4.11) 
It is concluded that a d.c. component will 
theoretically be present in the output voitag,e waveform 
.of a 3-pulse cyclocohverter when operated at an even-
integer value of the Pf/f0 Ratio. Whether it is 
present in practice. depends on its magnitude. When the 
3-pulse cyciloconverter is operated at an odd integer 
value of the pf i/f 0 Ratio,. a d. c. component cannot be 
present. 
Similar arguments applied to the 6-pulse and 
12-pulse cycloconverters show that in thes~ cases, a d.c. 
component cannot be present for any integer value of 
In terms of the output voltage waveform, 
operation of a cycloconverter at any integer pf1/f0 Ratio 
corresponds to the situation in whi·ch the 'waveform is 
identical for successive cycles of the refe~ence. voltage. 
As discussed: in chapter 2, the fundamental repetition 
frequency is then equal to the wanted output frequency, even 
if a d.c. componmt is present. 
(4.2.2) Operation of the Cycloconverte1' at Non-integer 
pf i/f 
0 
Ratio Valu·es 
It has been shovm in chapter 2 that the 
fundamental repetition frequency can be determined from 
the fractional form of the pf i/f
0 
Ratio value·; for any 
non-integer Ratio value, the fundamental repetition 
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frequency is less than the output frequency. . This means 
that the output voltage waveform is no;t j.dentica1 for 
successive cycles .of the reference voltage. 
It is also ev:hlent from expr·essions (4. 9 } , 
(4.10) and (Lhll), that for any non-integer value of · 
pfi/f0 , the coefficient of f 0 in these expressions is 
always a non-integer, and that for certain combinationo 
of values of (n) and (pf/f
0
.), the· coefficient will be 
l·ess than 1.0. In such cases, the componm t is a 
sub-harmonic. 
(4.3) Computer Analysis 
(4.3.1) Irregularity of the Inhibition Switching 
Ftinctions at Low .pfi/f0 , Ratio Values 
For decreasing values of pfi/f; (or for 
increasing output frequency for a p-pulse cycloconver.ter 
operated at constant input freq_uency}, the periods between 
the switching instants of the thyristor switching 
functions become increasingly larger proportions of the 
periods between switching instants of the inhi'bi tion. 
switching functions. The 'pulsing' of the cycloconverter 
becomes more evident and H can no longer be assumed 
that the load currmt waveform ls sinusoidal. The 
intervals between successive load current zeros, which 
define the inhibition S'c:itching instants, will not then 
necessarily be· seconds, but will vary above 
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and below this vaJ:ue. The inhib:l:tion switching 
:!instants are alsci a:t'fected by modifications to the 
thyristor switching t'unciions. This is shown in figure 
4 .. 1 in which it is assumed that the load has.a lagging 
displacement factor and that. the current does no.t fall to 
zero at· the instant the voltage reaches zero·. Iri :t'igure 
.4.1.a, the current falls to zero at time t 1 which therefore 
defines the inhibition switching instant.. In :t'igure 
4.Ib, a thyristor switching instant occurs jus,t before 
tl... The current does not then :t'all to zero at time 
;_, but rises under the ef:t'ect. ·of the next phase voltage 
in sequence, and falls to zero at time t 2• The time 
interval (t2-t1 ) may be a significant proportion of a 
half period of output frequency. 
It is therefore cle.ar that the transitions o.f 
the inhibition switching functions will be,come increasingly 
irregular as pfi/f0 decreases. It is then necessary 
to· compute each instant at which the load current ·becomes 
zero in order to identify the.nature of the inhi-bition 
switching functions. In the general case of ,a non-
unity displacement factor load, the load current waveform 
between successive thyristor switching. instants i!s the 
resultant. of the forced and natural responses of .the 
load to the corresponding phase voltage. During each 
O·f these periods, the output voltage waveform is a segment 
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of a sinusoid, and at each switching instant, there is 
a step change in voltage. The response. of the, load to 
the output voltage can therefore be analysed by considering 
each of these periods·separately. Since the current is 
not necessarily zero at the switching ins.tant, non-zero 
initial conditions must be taken into account. 
The derivation of the expression for the current 
response of a load having lagging displacement factor 
is given in Appendix 3, and this was use~ as the basis 
for modifying the computer program to identify the 
inhibition switching insta11ts. The initial condition 
for the first thyristor conduction period after an 
inhibition switching instant is zero; the initial 
condition for each of the other thyristor conduction 
periods is always given by the final condition of the 
previous conduction period. A step-by-step check on the 
instantaneous value of load current then enables the 
instants of the current zeros, and hence the inhibition 
switching instants, to be identified. 
To avoid unstable switching between the two 
thyristor groups, load current zeros occurring before 
the associated reference voltage zero are ignored. 
Each inhibition switching instant therefore corresponds 
to the first current zero after the associated reference 
voltage zero. 
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(4.3.2) Computed Results 
The computer program written for the inhibited 
cycl:ocon:verter when supplying non....,sinusoidal load current 
is shovm in Appendix 4. A lagging displacenent factor 
load h'aving a time constant of 0.005s was assumed; tM:s 
is equi_vylent, for sinusoidal voltage and current, to 
a power factor of 0.67. The modulation factor was 0.9 
and the program was run, initially, for natural sampiing 
and for a range of values of the pfi/f0 Ratio from 
9.0 dovm to 3.0. The second method of determining the 
fundamental frequency (described in chapter 2) was 
.developed for use in this program. 
The range of Ratio values from 9.0 to 3 •. 0 
correspond, for a 3-pulse cycloconverter, to a frequency 
range from 333% to lOO% of the input frequency. 33}% 
was selected as the lov1er limit since cycloconverters 
\:·. 
,. 
are commonly operated at frequency ratios up to thi!s value, as: 
discussed in chapter l. The, selection of lOO% as the· upper 
limit is arbitrary and there is no reason in theory why 
operation of the cycloconverter should no.t be possible 
at output frequencies great et• than the· input freq_uency. 
The computed magnitudes of the components of 
the output voltage for the above input conditions are 
sho\vn in Table 4.1. For convenience, the table is shovm 
in 6 parts (Tables 4.la - 4.lf). 
value, the magnitudes are expressed as percentages of the 
wanted component, and the frequency of each component (fh) 
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8 -6 34·8 3 " s 
' 
100 3 / 
8 · 7 34·4 [ I j' I 2 ' s 100 3' 
' 
, 
8 ·8 34{) I J 2 2 ' 5 100 ,3 -· 2 ' 
~ I J ' s 
, 
8 · 9 ~3·6 I 2 2 100 3 2 I 
'-. / 
9·0 33 ·3 'too 
3fi - 1 o-r.,. 
TABLE 4.1f" 3- PULSE INHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER WITH NATURAL SAMPLING : MAGNITUDES OF THE 
LOW - FREQUENCY COMPONENTS AS PERCENT.AGES OF THE WANT ED COM PONENT . 
f! P. /ro RAT I OS a.o TO 9 -0 
I 
3 
/ 
-..._ 
.? 
..:... 
6r.-1s~o 
3F,-10~0 
;;' 
is expressed as a p_roportfon o~ the wanted outpu.t f'requency 
TMs enabl:es the generai harmonics (as de~ined by 
equation 4.8) to be convenient~y identi~ied, and the most 
significant ones are shovm in the tabulated results by dotted ( 
lines. This clearly shows the variation in the frequency 
value of the general harmonic with variation in· pfi/~0 Ratio. 
It i·B seen that each general harmonic maintains 
a fairly consistent magnitude over its range o~ specific 
frequencies. Variations in the magnitude are attributed 
to the coincidence with these general harmonics o~ less 
eigni~i!cant ones which are not identi~ied in the tabulated 
results. The general harmonics also coincide with the_ 
wanted components at certain p~i/f0 Ratio values which are 
all integer values. For ·example, when the p~i/~0 Ratio is 
5.0 there are no- sub-harmonic ·components; but when the Ratio 
is reduced to 4.9 (representing ~~ increase of output 
frequency of a 50Hz 3-pulse cycloconverter from 30.0· Hz.to 
only 30.6 H:z), a large number of' sub-harmonic components· 
appear with a very significant one at 0.91'
0 
or 27.54 rrz. 
'llhe fundamental ~requencies in tabl.es 4.la - 4.lf are 
indicated by thick lines around the appropriate values,, and 
no a.c. component can exis.t at ~requencies ·below .the 
fundamental frequency. Kowever, it is seen that the general 
harmonics converge to a zero frequency, or d.c., component at 
a particular Ratio which can be referred to as the •centre 
Ratio' ~or that harmonic. For a range of Ratios on either 
side o~ the Centre Ratio; the harmonic is a· sub-harmonic 
component with a frequency less than the output frequency. 
As the Ratios diverge further away from the Centre Ratio,. so 
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the harmonic •becomes a super..;.harmonic component. 
It is seen from tables 4.1a to 4.1f ,that for odd 
integer Rat.io Values, there are no sub-harmonic or d.c. 
components in the output voltage waveform. -For even 
integer Ratio Values, there is a d •. c. component but no 
.eub-harmoni·c component in the output. 
the conclusions drawn in section 4.2. 
This confirms 
The presence of significant sub-harmonics can 
. be predicted at Ratio Values other than those specifically 
quoted by interpolating between the tabulated results. 
For example, at a Ratio of 3._85, there would be no 
significant d.c. component, but there would be two 
significant sub-harmonic components, one at a frequency 
near 0.15 of the output frequency, and the other near 
o. 7 of the au tput frequency. 
It is noted that the 3f1 harmonic family gives 
sub-harmonic components for a 2.0 range of Ratio Values, 
whilst the 6fi harmonic family gives sub-harmonic components 
over a range of only 1.0. Thus the 3fi harmonic family 
causes sub-harmonic distortion over a wider range of 
output frequmcies than the 6f1 family. 
·The above conclusions dra\m from tables Lhla -
4.lf regarding the 1'requencies of the signi1'ican t 
general harmonics and the sub-harmonic and d. c. oo mponen ts 
are summarized in figure 4.2. ·This figure shovJS the 
variations of the specific frequencies of the general 
hrmonics (expressed as per unit of the output frequency) 
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The charact·eri sti cs shovm with 
pecked lines are no.t extracted from the tabulated results, 
but are extrapola.ted from these results. The lower 
limit of the pfi/~0 Ratio is set at 2~0 in figure 4.2 
einc·e this is the theoretical limit for operat io:h of the 
3-puG.se cycloconverter determined by the Sampling Theorem 
(section 3.4.2). Although figure 4.2 does not give 
information on the magnitudes of the harmonics, the 
results in tables 4 .. la - 4 .. lf show tha·t they decrease for 
increasing coeffic-ients. of 1'
0
• 
Further data from the computer analysis showed 
that the (3fi-6f0 ) and the (6f1-9f'0 ) harmonics in a 
3-phase output each form co-phasa1 sets, whilst the other 
harmonics form 3-phase sets. 
(6f1-9f0 ) current harmonics can therefore be eliminated 
by using a 3-phase load with no neutral connection. 
A comparison between tables 4.la - 4.lf 
and table 3.3 shows that the magnitudes of the sub-
harmonic components are increased when the unity 
displacenent :!:'actor load ta.l{ing sinusoidal current is 
repJB ced by an inductive load (0.005 s time constant) 
taking a non-sinusoidal current. For example, the 
magnitude of the (3f1-4f0 ) harmonic is increased in the 
sub-harmonic region from about 15% to about 20% of the 
wanted component. 
From the discussion in section 3.5 regarding 
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the equal-area criterion, this leads to the conclusion 
tha·t the inhibition switching functi:ons are responsible 
for increasing the varia.tion in nett areas of 
successive cycles of the output voltage waveform at 
wanted output frequency. For the conditions under 
cJ.iiscussion in which the load current is ·non-sinusoidal, 
the mark/space ratios of the inhibition svi tching 
functions are generally irregular. The shape of the 
output wavefbrms \·1ere therefore investigated further 
using the digital computer, as described in the next 
section. 
(4.3.3) Computer Graph Plots 
A sub-routine p:rogram v1as written to obtain 
eo raputer graph plots of the output voltage and current 
vmveforms for selected values of the p:f 1/f0 ·Ratio. 
Examples are shO\m in figures 4.3 - 4.6 and they relate 
to the results· in section 4.3.2; that is, they are 
fOl' an inhibited cycloconverter operating with natural 
sampling at 0.9 modulation factor and supplying an 
inductive load of time constant 0.005 s. A 3-pulse 
cycl oconverter is assumed, and in all cases, the 
waveforms represent one cycle of fundamental (repetition) 
. freq_uency plus .;. cycle of wanted output freq_uency. 
The first and last half cycles (at output freq_uency) 
are therefore identical in. each case. In order 
to limit the number of cycles of the wanted 
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output ~amponent for each graph p!l:o:t, 
appropriate pf/1'0 Ratios were selected·to.give 
a fundamental frequency of not less than 0.5. 
of the output frequency. 
It is to be. noted that. an inductive load 
acts as a low-pass filter. which tends to suppress 
high frequency components. The sub-harmonic 
components·in the current waveform are therefore 
a greater proportion, and. the super-harmon·ic 
componro ts a smaller proportion, o.f the wanted 
component than in the voltage wa.veform. The 
effect of sub-harmonics can therefore more easily 
be seen in the current waveform. 
Figure 4.3 is for a Ratio value of 4.0, 
and the nett area enclosed by the current waveform. 
(and the voltage . waveform) is the same for 
successive complete cycles of the wanted output 
component. Hen·ce there i:s no a. c. sub-harmonic 
component. This is as expected since there can 
be no a.c. sub-harmonic component when the fundamental 
frequency is equal to the wanted output frequency. 
The nett area enclosed by the current waverorm 
is not zero, however, and therefore as explained 
in section 3.5, a d.c. component must exist in the 
output. This is shovm in tables 4.1a and 4.1b 
to have a magnitude o:t' 15% of the wanted component. 
Figure 4 .. 4 shows the waveforms for. a 
pfi/f0 Ratio of 4.5 for which the fundamental 
frequency is 0.5 of the wanted output frequency .• 
In this case, the nett area encl. osed by the current 
.waveform during the first complete cycl. e of the 
wanted component is less than th~ during the second 
cycle. A sub-harmonic component .must .be present, 
and table 4.lb shows that this is the 23% sub-harmonic 
at 0.5 et: the wanted component (i.e. at the 
fundamental frequency in thfs case). 
Figure 4 •. 5 shows the waveforms for a 
In this case, it is clear 
that the nett areas enclosed by the current 
waveform during successive cycles of the wanted 
component are zero. There can be no d.c. component 
or sub-harmonic components as confirmed by·the 
results shovm in tabies 4.lb and 4.lc. 
Figure 4.6 shows examples of waveforms for 
a higher Ratio value than in figures 4.3 - 4 •. 5. 
This is for 8.5 which is shown in t·able 4.lf to 
give a sub-harmonic component of magni.tude 5% 
of the wanted component at 0.5 of the frequency 
of the wanted component. In figure 4.6, a variation 
in the nett areas enclosed by the current waveform 
during successive cycles of wanted component can. 
be discerned, even for this 5% sub-harmonic component. 
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It is to be· noted, however, that a variation in the 
nett areas enc~osed by the voltage waveform is not so 
readily discernible. 
Figures 4.3 - 4.6 identify the problem in 
diagrammatic form of the sub-harmonlc.- components in the 
output of an inhibited cycloconverter with an induGtive 
load taking non-sinusoidal current. The solution to 
the problem lies in controlling the switching instants 
in such a way that the nett areas enclosed by the 
current wave1'orm during successive cycles of the 
wanted component are reduced. 
· ('4.4) Application of Modified Control Techniques 
to the Inhibited Cycl oconverter when 
supplying Non-sinusoidal Load Current 
('4.4.1) General 
It has been shown in thi's chapter that 
for any specified pfi/f0 Ratio. the frequency of a 
sub-harmonic componen_t is only a pa1•ticular value 
of a general harmonic. For any other pf i/f0 Ratio, 
the general harmonic takes one of an infinite 
number of other values ofwhich only a limited 
band will be less than the wanted output component. 
It is theref0re anticipated that attenuation 
of a sub,-harmonic component in the cycloconverter 
output will result in attenuation of' the general 
.harmonic over its \'thole. frequency range, including 
the super-harmonic region. It is inherent in the 
operation of the cyc1oconverter that the Oll'tput 
voltage must be non-sinusotda~ and must contatn a 
large number· ot' harmonic components. It woul!d there:rore 
be impossible to attenuate a:J:l harmonics. The 
objective is therefore to at.tenuate those general 
harmonics which give rise to.· significant sub-harmonic 
components for the range of pfi/f0 Ratios over 
which the cycloconverter is to be normally operated. 
The discussion .in this section is there1'ore concerned 
with the computer investigation into the application·-
of modified control techniques, using the results 
given in the earlier part of this chapter for natural 
sampling as the basis for reference. 
(4.4.2) Regular Sampling 
In chapter 3, regular sampling was shown 
to give very significant attenuation of the sub'~harmonic 
components in the output voltage of the circulating-
current cycloconverter, and to give some attenuation 
in the case of the inhibited cycloconverter supplying 
sinusoidal load current. 
Replacement ot' natural sampling by regular 
sampling was therefore investigated for the inhibited 
cycloconverter supplying non-sinusoidal load cur1•ent 
by appropriate modification of the computer program. 
The program was run for the same conditions as 
ll:6 
"-- . 
for na,tural sampling (section '4.3;.2) and the results 
for pfi/f
0 
Ratios of 3.8, 4.8, 5.8, 6.8, 7.8 .and 
8~8 are shovin in table 4. 2. Those general harmonics, 
which are identi1'ied in tables 4.la - 4.lf a·s 
being responsible for the· significant sub-harmonics, 
are all represented at specific frequency values 
in table 4.2. T'hi·e table therefore contains 
sufficient data for a preliminary compa·rison to be 
made be.tween the relative effects of natural and 
regular sampling. 
A comparison between the predominant 
sub-harmonic components in tables 4.2 and 4.1a - 4.1:f' 
shows. that, at a p:ri/1'0 Rat.io o:r 3.8, the replacement 
of natural by regular sampling results in 25% and · 
15% attenuation of the two sub-harmonic components 
of frequencies 0.2f0 and o.6f0 respectively.~ 
Ther.e is also a 27% attenuation of the 0.8f
0 
sub-harmonic component for a pfi/f0 Ratio of 4.8. 
Further comparisons between the resuits show that 
replacement of natural by regular sampling has 
insignificant effect on the lower magnitude sub-harmonic 
components. 
An example of a .computer graph p~ot of the 
output voltage and current waveforms for operation with 
regular sampling is shown in figure 4.7. This is for 
a pfi/f0 Ratio of 4.5, for which as shown in table 4.lb 
there is one sub-harmonic component at t of the wanted 
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Ratio 10/ti ( Fr2qu2ncy of compon2nt ) / fo 
Ofo 0 0·1 0·2 0·3 0·4 o.s 0·6 0·7 o.e 0·9 1·0 I · I 1·2 I· 3 1·4 (D.c) 
.> ,> • ... .> .. .~ ~ > > ~ ~ .. ~- . ~ ... • ~> ... 
3-8 79-1 16 11 100 10 
4·8 62·4 2 3 4 6 16 100 8 5 
s.8 51·7 9 6 100 5 
6·8 44·7 I 2 3 4 8 100 5 3 
-
7-8 38·4 6 4 100 4 
a.a 34·0 I 2 2 3 6 100 4 2 
TABLE 4.2 3-PULSE INHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER : MAGNITUDES OF THE 
LOW FREQUENCY COMPONENTS FOR REGULAR SAMPLING 
I· 5 
... .~ 
. . 
[ 
CUTrUT VOLTAGE WAUEFQ~~. R[CULGR SGMPL ING 
LOAD CURRENT WAVEFCRM.REGULGR SGMPL 1NG 
fiG 4.7 COMPUTER GRAPH PLOT FOR ¥RATIO~ 4·5 
0 
output frequency. A comparison with the corresponding 
waveforms for natural sampl:l:ng(figure 4.4) shows-that 
regular sampling alters the waveshapes of the output 
voltage and current, and that by applying the equal-
area cri.ter- ion, the presence of a sub-harmonic compon6llllt 
can again be detected in the :load current waveform. 
(4.4.3) Pulse Position Modulation 
The application of pulse position modula,tion 
to the control of the inhibited cycloconvert~r is 
an extension of regular sampling and is described in 
section 3.7.4;. The r.esul ts for the inhibited 
cy:cloconverter when supplying sinusoidal load current 
showed significant attenuation of the sub-harmonic 
components in the output voltage compared with the 
case for natural sampling. This modified control 
technique was therefore investigated for the inh:i!bi'ted 
cycloconverter when supplying non-sinusoidal load current. 
The results for pf/f0 Ratios of 3.8, 4.8, 5.8, 
. . ' 
6,.6, 7.8 and 8.8 are shown in table 4.3, correspond:Ung to 
the results shovm in table 4.2 for regular sampling. A 
comparison between these results and the resul,ts in 
tables 4.la - 4.lf for natural sampling shows that, contrary 
to the case of. the ·inhibited cycloconverter supplying 
sinusoidal load current, pulse position modulation negates 
the improvements obtained with regular sampling. 
Further;more, where regular sampling did not lead to 
:i!mprovements, pulse position modulation creates a 
de.terioration. 
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Ratic fO/fi ( Frequency of component ) j fo 
0/o 0 (D.c) 0-1 0·2 0-3 0-4 o.s 0·6 0·7 o.a 0·9 1·0 I · I 1·2 1·3 
~~ ~· ~ .>- ~· .... ~· ). . > ). ). .. 411,. ~· •• • ..... 
3.8 79-1 20 14 100 
4 -8 62·4 2 5 6 8 20 100 12 
5.8 51-7 11 6 100 
6-8 44-2 I 3 2 5 11 100 6 
7-B 38-4 7 5 100 
8.8 34.0 I 2 2 3 7 100 5 
TABLE 4.3 3-PULSE INHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER: MAGNITUDES 
OF THE LOW FREQUENCY COMPONENTS. 
PULSE POSITION MODULATION 
1·4 1·5 
..... .... 
11 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
Thus, al!though pulseposition modulation results 
in significant improvements when the inhibited cycloconverter 
is supplying: sinusoidal load current, when the load 
current is non-sinusoidal, pul,se poai tion modula ti,on has 
quite the opposite ef'i'ect giving consistent deteri:ora.tion 
in respect of all sub-harmonic components. 
The reason for these differences can be related 
to> the nature of the· inhibition switching functions whi!ch 
are defined by the load current zeros. In the case of 
sinusoidal load current, the inhibit1:on sw1:tch1:ng :Lnstants 
occur at regular intervals and .are not af'fected by 
modifications, such as pulse position modulation, to the 
·method of control. However, when the load current :La 
non-sinusoidal at low values of the pfi/f0 Ratio, the 
conduction periods of the thyristor groups which determine 
the intervals between the inhibition switching instants·, 
may vary as di,scussed in section 4.3.1, and may be 
affected by modifications to the control technique. The 
equal-area criterion f'or attenuating the sub-harmonic 
components. is therefore compounded by the variable 
conduction periods in the case of the inhibited 
cycloconverter sup:plyi·ng: non-sinusoidal current. 
In chapter 3, figure 3.I6 shows that· pulse 
position modulation has the effect of advancing the 
thyristor switching instants in the positive group of the 
cycloconverter from their values for regular sampling •. 
Advancing the thyristor switching instants therei'ore affects 
the· inhibition swUching functions (when. the load-current 
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wa:vef'orm·, is not sinusoidal) in such a way as to increase 
the' imbalance or the ne.tt areas enclosed by the· waveform 
for successive cycles O·f the wanted output co:m.ponent, and 
. thus to amplii'y the sub-harmonic components. This 
underlines the relevance of the irregularity of the 
inhiibition switching instants to the magnitude of' the 
sub-harmonic components and indicates· the need for a closer 
study of' this aspect. of' the control of' the cycloconverter. 
In section 4.3.l,it was seen that f'or low pf1/r0 
Ratios, if' a commutati<on occurs just bef'ore the load 
current reaches zero, the sudden r.i:se in the driving 
voltage applied to the load through the thyristors of the 
. cycloconverter causes a further pulse of' current. This 
may delay the current zero by an appreciable proporti:on 
or a cycle of' wanted output. component, thereby delaying 
the inhibition switching instants at. which the conduction , 
period of' the incoming thyristor group starts. This 
foreshortens the next conduction period, and the overall 
effect is to accentuate the imbalance of'·the nett areas 
enclosed by the output wavef'orm and therefore to oppose 
the requirements o1' the equal area criterion f'or eCI!imination 
of' the sub-harmonic components~ Thus, in order to avoid 
long delays of the current zero, the magnitude of· the 
driving voltage af'ter a commutation must be reduced if thls 
commutation occurs near the anticipated current zero. 
This objective can be achieved by retarding the 
firing angles -that is, the thyristor ewitching_instants-
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at the end o·f each conduction period. The end of the 
conduction period in the positive·. group, for. example, 
occurs at or soon a-fter the vo!l!tage zero on the negatl!ve 
slope of the reference wave. Therefor.e in terms of pulse 
position modulation, this·can.be arranged by making the 
slope of the ramp functions dependent on the .slope of the 
reference wave. At the beginning of the conduction 
period: of the positive group, the slope of the reference 
viave is positive, and therefore the slope of the ramp 
function is positive, as shown in figure 3.16 in chapter 3, 
thus advancing the thyristor switching instants. At the · 
peak of the reference wave, the ramp is arranged to have zero 
slope. On the negative slope of the reference wave, the 
ramp functions have negative slope so as to retard the 
thyristor switching instants. 
This modified pulse position modulation·method 
of control was t.ested by making the approprh:.te· · 
modification to the computer program, and the results 
for pfi/f0 Ratios of 3.8, 4.8, 5.8, 6.8, 7.8 and 8.8 are 
shown in table 4.4. Compared wi.th the results in table 
4.3 for the unmodified pulse position niodula tion,·they show 
substantial attenuation of most of the ma~n sub-harmonic 
components. They also show significant attenuation 
compared with the results for regular sampling {table 4.2) 
.. ' 
and natural sampling· {tables 4 .. la - 4.lf). The 
modificntion. to the pulse position modulation method of 
control is thus shown to have the desired effect on the 
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Ratio foJti (Frequency of component ) j fo 
> 
3·8 
4·8 
5.a 
6·8 
7· ·8 
a.a 
O/o 0 (D.c) 0·1 0·2 0·3 0·4 o.s 0·6 0·7 o.e 0.9 1·0 I · I 1·2 1·3 
> • •• 
<1, ~~ > ~ • > > ~ .~ •• .> )> 
79·1 10 10 100 
62-4 I 3 3 6 9 100 11 
51-7 11 5 100 
44·2 2 2 3 8 100 3 
38·4 4 3 100 
340 I 2 2 5 100 3 
TABLE 4.4 3-PULSE INHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER: MAGNITUDES 
OF THE LOW FREQUENCY COMPONENTS. 
MODIFIED PULSE POSITION MODULATION 
1·4 1·5 
.,. 
.> .> 
a 
3 
5 
3 
3 
2 
output waveforms. Control of the inhibition switching 
instants by appropt'iate control of the thyristor switching 
instants was therefore given further investigation as 
discussed in the next section. 
(4.4.4) Distorted Reference Wave 
It is instructive to review the application of 
regular sampling in terms of natural sampling of a modified 
reference wave, and figure 4.8a shows a sinusoidal 
reference voltage which is regularl:,r sampled at the· starts 
of the cosine timing waves. Crosses are marked where 
the held samples intersect with the associated cosine 
timing waves. These crosses give the thyristor switching 
instants for cosinusoidal control with regular sampling 
of a sinusoidal reference voltage, as discussed earlier 
in chapter 3o The crosses would also mark intersections 
of the cosine timing waves and the natural samples of a 
non-sinusoidal reference wave. Figures 4. 8b and 4.8c 
show two possible alternatives of such a non-sinusoidal , 
reference wave. Figure 4.8c is characteristic of a 
sinusoid distorted by its second harmonic ru1d as such, 
consists of the first two components of the mathematical 
series which defines the sawtooth waveform shown in 
figure 4. 8b. It is therefore shovm that regular sampling 
of a sinusoidal reference wave is equivalent to natural 
sampling of a reference wave containing second harmonic 
distortion. 
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a) COSINUSOIDAL CONTROL WITH REGULAR SAMPLING 
b).SAW-TOOTH REFERENCE WAVE 
I 
- ---trt 
c) DISTORTED REFERENCE WAVE 
FIG 4 -8 EQUIVALENCE OF REGULAR SAMPLING OF A 
SINUSOIDAL REFERENCE WAVE AND NATURAL 
SAMPLING OF A NON-SINUSOIDAL REFERENCE WAVE 
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Referring now to, figure 4.9, H is seen that 
towards the anticipated current zero at the end' of the 
conduction period, second .harmonic distortion of -the 
reference wave retards the thyristor switching instants. 
This is the requirement discussed in section 4.4.3 for 
reducing delays of the _current zeros in order that the 
differ·ences in areas enclosed by successive cycles of the 
_ output waveform at wanted output frequeacy should be 
reduced, thereby attenuating the sub-harmonic.components. 
The thyristorswitching instants at the beginning of the 
conduction period are advanced _thus compensating for any 
attenuation of the wanted output componente 
A computer study was carried out to investigate 
.control of the inhibited cycloconverter using the 
distorted reference wave described above. Gr.eater --
attenua:ti on of the sub-harmonic eo mponents of the output· 
voltage waveform was obtaj,ned by employing regular 
'Bampl1,ng, rather than natural sampling, of the distorted 
reference viave. The results for pfi/f Ratios of 3.8, 
. 0 
4.8, 5.8, 6.8, 7.8 and 8.8 are shown in table 4.5. 
These results represent significant- overall i:mprovernents 
on the results given in table 4.4 for the modified pulse 
position modulation method, and even more so when 
compared with the results for natural sa:npling .given in 
taM.6s L~.la - 4.lf. The main exception£. are the I 2f 
• 0-
component at a pf./f Rat:i!o of 4.8, and the 0.,2f component 
1' 0 - 0 
at a pfi/f0 Ratio· of 5.8. These components are both 
specific values of the (3f1 - 6-r0 ) general harmonic. 
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Ratio tofti {Frequency of component) j fo 
> 
3·8 
4.8 
s.a 
6·8 
7 .. 8 
a.a 
O/o 0 (D.c} Q. I 0·2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0·6 0·7 0-8 0-9 1·0 1 . r 1·2 1·3 
> .. ~ ~). .. ~ ~,. <" , > > .~ . ~ •• , > ~> .> .. 
79- 1 8 4 !00 
62-4 2 I 6 9 100 13 
51·7 12 2 100 
44·2 I I 3 8 100 2 
38-4 3 .... 100 .,) 
340 I I 2 2 5 100 3 
TABLE 4.5 3-PULSE INHIB IT ED .CYCLOCONVERTER: MAGNITUDES 
OF THE LOW FREQUENCY COMPONENTS. 
DISTORTED REFERENCE WAVE 
1·4 1·5 
.~ ~ ,>-
5 
3 
5 
3 
2 
I 
As an additional means of' reducing de1ays of' the 
curren,t zeros at the end o:f conduction periods, inhibition 
can be applied to the conducting group of' thyristors 
at, say, the r·ef'erence voltage zero. No :further 
commutat~ons will occur af'ter the voltage zero, and :firing 
pulses to the other group of' thyristors are rele•ased when 
the current reaches zero. This modif'ication, which will 
be ref'erred to as 'pre-inhibition', was incorporated in 
the computer program, and the associated results :for the 
inhibited cycloconverter controlled by a ref'erence wave 
with second harmonic distortion are shown j.n table l.J.,.6o 
It. is seen that the pro-inhibition now gives signif~cant 
attenuation of the 1.2f0 component at a pf' /f: Ratio o1~ i 0 
4..8 and the 0.2f
0 
component at a pf/1'0 Ratio of 5.8 .. 
(4.Lj .• 5) Comparison of Resul.ts 
It is shovm in the foregoing discussion 
that very significant improvements to the operation O·f the 
inhibited cycloconverter, when supplying non-sinusoidal. 
current, are obtained by employing regular sampling of a 
distorted reference waveo 
In order to. make a more detailed comparison 
between this .control technique and natural and regular 
sampling, f'urthel' data was obtained from the computer 
studies. In section 4 •. 3, it was shown that the 
magnitudes of the main general harmonics can be extracted 
f1~om the tabulated computer results for natural sampling 
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I 
Ratic fOjfj 
(Docl lo- 1 
( Fr~quency of eo mponent ) / f o 
:. 
Ofo 0·2 0·3 0-4 o.s 0 -6 0·7 o.a 0·9 1·0 I · I 1·2 
~> 
"' 
~ .:. ~> > 11> > :. •• .> • > •• .> .. 
J.a 79·1 8 4 100 
4·8 62·4 I I 3 4 10 100 10 
5 .a 51·7 6 5 100 
6·8 44·2 2 2 2 3 100 5 
7 .. 8 38-4 4 2 100 
s.s 34·0 I I 2 5 100 3 
TABLE 4 ·6 3-PULSE INHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER: MAGNITUDES 
OF THE LOW FREQUENCY COMPONENTS. 
DISTORTED REFERENCE WAVE WITH PRE- INHIBITION 
f. 3 1·4 1·5 
:c> .,.> .> 
5 
6 
2 
I 
2 
2 
shown: in tables 4.la - /.j.$lf~ These magnitudes, 
together with the corresponding results for the 
modified control techniques, are plotted against the 
Each figure shows 
the magnitude of one general harmonic for the .four methods 
of control as follows: 
1 - Natural sampling of a sinusoidal reference wave; 
2 Regular sampling of a sinusoidal reference wave; 
3 Regular sampling of a distor·ted reference wave (as 
described earlier in this chapter); 
4 - As 3 but with pre-inhibi tion applied •. 
The results shown in figures 4.10 - 4.16 al'e 
for a 3-pulse inhibited cycloconverter operating at 
0.9 modulation factor and supplying a load havi.ng time 
constant 0.005 s. They cover the· sub-harmonic 
frequency range together with a limited extension into 
the super-harmonic frequencies, corresponding to the 
frequency range in tabl.es 4 .. la - 4.lf. 
The pronounced peaks and troughs in the general 
trend of the magnitude of each harmonic are due to its 
coincidence with one or more other harmonics at 
particular frequencies. 
'!'he replacement of natural by regular sampling: 
o1' a sinusoidal reference wave is seen to attenuate those 
sub-harmonic components which are due to the (3fi - L~f0 ) 
harmonic, from a mean level of 20% to 14% of the vran ted 
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component. By introducing second hP-rmonic di•storti•on in 
the reference wave, further attenuation ,can be ob,tained 
to a mean level of 6%. Regular sampling of :a 
sinusoidal reference wave does not result in attenuation 
of the other harmonics shown in figures 4.10- 4.16; for 
attenuation of these harmonics, a distorted reference 
wave is shown- to be required. F.or example, the {6fi - '9f0 ) 
harmonic is attenuated from a mean level of 6% of the want.ed 
component to 3%; the {6f1 - llf0 ) is attenuated from 
4% to 2% {with pre-:-inhibition applied) and the (6fi - 13f0 ) 
harmonic is attenuated from 3~% to 2%. There fore , for 
these three harmonics, a 50% reduction in the magnitude 
of the sub-harmonic -component is achieved by employing 
regular sampling of a,distorted reference wave in place 
of natural sampling of a sinusoidal reference wave. 
By employing a distorted reference wave, 
significant attenuation of the (3f1 - 6f0 ),- (3fi - 8f0 ) 
and the (6f1 - 7f0 ) harmonics is obtainable over only 
parts of their sub-harmonic ranges. 
Figure 4.17 shows the variation in output voltage 
(at wanted output frequency} with the pfi_/f
0 
Ratio. The 
horizontal axis is also shO\m in terms of the ratio of 
output to input frequency for a 3-pulse cycloconverter. 
The figUl'e shows the general trend of the variation in 
voltage and also the voltages at specific Ra·tio values 
which do not fit the general trend. It is seen that 
the general variation in.output voltage for natural sampling 
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o:f a sinusoida11 reference wave is within a band of only 2% 
of the input. voltage and' is wi.thin 2% of the theoreti-cal 
output voltage (74.3% of the input voltage) .. The other 
control methods_ und.er consid'era.tion all show a drop in 
ou-tput voltage when the pfi/f0 Ratio is decreased. The drop 
in output vol ta:ge is about 6% - 7% of the input. voltage. 
At specific va:I:ues of the pfi/t0 Rat.io• the 
output voltage shows discontinuities from the general trend. 
Figure 4 .• 17' shows that the discontinuity may be as hiigh as 
B%" of the input voltage. Figures 4.10 - 4.16 give an 
indication of the reason !'or this: it is seen ii1 these 
figures that all or' the significant harmonics coincide wilth 
the wanted component for integer values of the pf'i/f
0 
Ratio. As discussed in section 2.6..4, this is also: the 
condition when the fundamental repetition· frequency is· 
equal to the wanted output 1'requency and when no sub-
harmonic components can exist in the output (.except for the 
possibilj_ty of' a d.c. component). 
cases the following equality holds: 
or 
= 
1 + 9 
Jll 
In each of' these 
where m and q are 
integer numbers 
l<'or the 31'i family of ·harmonics. m = 1; t'or the 
6t1 family m = 2. Therefore for each of the harmonics 
_sho.wn in figures 4ol0 - lhl6, the right hand side of this 
expression is always an integer, thus confirming the 
observation that, fn these cases, the ha1•monic coincides 
with the wanted component when the pfi/f
0
, Ratio is an 
i-nteger value. 
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In figure 4.17 it is also seen that discontinuities 
occur when ihe pfi/f0 Ratio is midway between integer 
values. This is due to coincidence with the wanted 
component of harmonics other than those shovm in figures 
4..10- 4.16. An example is the (12f1 
a 3-pulse cycloconverter for which 
1 + q = 4.5 
m 
17f0 ) harmonic for 
Such harmonics as the (12fi - 17f0 ) harmonic can 
be extracted from the tabulated values given in tables 
4.la- 4.lf,and the magnitudes of some of them are 
sufficiently high to have a noticeable effect on the 
magnitude of the output voltage when they coincide at the 
same frequency with the wanted output component. 
Harmonics with a higher value of 'm' coincide 
with the wanted output component at intermediate values 
of the pfi/f0 Ratio, but their magnitudes are generally 
lovr enm,lgh to have insignificant effect on the output 
voltage. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIM.tlliTAL V.ORK 
(5 •. 1) Int-roduction 
An experimental cyc~ocon;verter was constructed 
to test. the validity of the computer program. The 
design and construction of the cycloconverter will be 
described in three parts: 
a) Power circuit 
b) Firing control circuits 
c) Inhibition control ·circuit 
Although experimental results for 3-,pulse operation 
of the cycloconverter were required, the cycloconverter 
was designed for alternative 3- or 6-pulse operation to 
allow for future flexibility. Details of the main 
components are given in Appendix 5. 
(5.2) Power Circuit 
The thyristors were mounted on heat sinks and 
protected by water-immersed fuses. Figure 5.1 shows the 
thyristor connections for 6-pulse operation, and the 
thyristors are labelled in the figure for identification 
in subsequent diagrams. 
The lOkn resistors shown in figure 5.1 between 
the thyristor common connections and the supply neutr~l 
provide a leakage path for starting and for no-load operation. 
The p_ower circuit is supplied from the 415 V 
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(SHOWN CONNECTED AS A 6-PULSE CYCLOCONVERTER) 
J-iphase mains supply via a variable- ra·tio autotrari.sfor!ller. 
Operation of the cycloconverter in the 
inhibited mode permits the circuit shown in figure 5.1 
to be redrawn as 6 inverse-,parallel pairs of thyristors 
as shown in figure 5.2. This shows that the snubber -
circuits, which attenuate the high frequency transients 
resulting from thyristol'" and inhibition switching operations. 
are required across pairs of thyristors rather than 
across individual thyristors. 
(5.3) Firing Control Circuits 
(5.3.1) General 
The basic principles used in ordinary rectifier 
practice were applied to the control of the firing angles 
of the thyristor in the experimental cycloconverter. 
Instead of fixed firing angles, however, variable o-r 
modulated angles are required for the cycloconverter. 
As discussed in section 2.2, the usual method of deriving 
the modulated firing angles is by comparing the 
instantaneous magnitudes of the reference voltage and 
the cosinusoidal timing voltages by the process identified 
in section 3.3 as natural sampling. The firing control 
circuits were designed, in the first instance, for 
control of the cycloconverter in the circulating-current 
mode using natural sampling. The additional control 
circuits i'or operation in the inhibited mode were 'then 
added. 
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For the construction of the firing control 
circuits, the use of discrete components was kept to a 
minimum and encapsulated modules or integrated circuits 
were used wherever possibl!e. 
(5~3.2) Gosine Timing Waves 
The cosine timing waves are obtained from the 
415V 3-phase·mains supply via three 240/~2-0-12,V 
·transformers (see figUre 5.3). The centre-taps of the 
secondary windings are commoned to give a 6-phase · 
output from the transformers, and the line-neutral 
voltages are reduced to about 3Vwith resistive po.tentia1-
dividers connected to the secondary terminals of the 
transformers. The cosine timing waves a·re then led to 
the pulse-forming circuits. 
Figure 5.4 shows those portions of the 6-phase 
output which ronsti tute the cosine timing waves. The 
positive-group thyristors. require negative-going 
portions (figures 5.4b and. 5.4c) and the negative-group 
thyristors require positive-going portions (figures 5.4d 
and 5.4e).. One complete wave {i.e. positive-going plus 
negative-going portions) is utilise~. for forming the. gate 
pulses for two thyristors, one in the positive group and 
one in the negative group. This is shown in figure 5.3 
where, f!or example, the pulse-forming circuits for 
thyristors P2 and N5 are controlled by theR,..phase voltage. 
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(5.3.3) Reference Wave and End-Stop Control 
.The ref'erence wave, the voltage of' which is 
compared with the cosine timing voltages in the pulse-
forming circuits, is obtained f'rom. an external signal 
generator. The f'requency setting of' the signal 
generator gives the requi-red output frequency of the 
cycloconverter whilst its amplitude setting controls the 
magnitude of the wanted component of the output voltage. 
The ratio of the peak values of the reference 
and cosi·ne timing waves is defined as the modulation 
factor. If the modulation !~actor exceeds unity, the 
firing angle may exceed 180° resulting in commutation 
failure and probably a short circuit. To prevent the 
f'iring angle reaching 180°, an end-stop control was 
connected between the signal generator and the input to 
the pulse-f'orming circuits. The circuit diagram is 
sho\vn in figure 5.5. The two lOOpF electrolytic capacitors 
are eh arged to a voltage equal to the difference between ·' 
the peak value o1' the cosine timing wave and the forward 
voltage drop of the two IN4148 silicon.diodes in series. 
One of the capacitors is charged by the posit:iJve cosine 
timing wave, the other by the negative cosine timing wave. 
The voltages at the bases of the two transistors are 
equal to the voltages across the electrolytic capacitors. 
The instantaneous voltages at the emitters of the transistors 
are determined by the output of the 3-phase bridge rectifier 
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(6. AAZ15 germanium diodes) which in turn is determined 
by the magnitude of the 3-phase reference vol,tage. 
Thus, if the i~stantaneous reference voltage 
exceeds the voltage to which the electroly.tic capacitor 
is charged, then the associated transistor will conduc.t. 
The p-n-p transistor (BCY70) controls the positive half 
cycle of the reference voltage, and the n-p-n transistor 
(BC107) controls the negative half cyde.· When either 
. transistor conducts, the reference volt age is held at 
a value equal to the total voltage drop across one 
AAZ15 diode and the associated' transistor. The 
reference voltage outputs from the end-stop control are 
taken· via operational amplifier buffers in order to give 
a low impedance output• 
(5.3.4) Pulse-Forming Circuits 
The pulse-forming circuit, shown as a block~-, 
in figure 5.3, is shovm in detai::!L in figure 5.6. Each 
pulse-forming circuit initiates the gate-pulses for one 
thyristor in the positive group and one thyristor in the 
negative group, as discussed in section ~.3.2. 
forms are shown in figure 5.7. 
The wave-
The.first. stage of the pulse,..forming circuit is 
a differential amplifier, the basic component of which is 
a 741 operational amplifier. The input signals are the 
reference wave and the cosine timing wa.ve. Whilst the 
instantaneous voltage of the reference wave is less than 
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that of the cosine timing wave., the· output from the 
operational amplifier is·at. +12 V; when the instantaneous 
vol.tage of the reference wave becomes greater than that of 
the cosine timing wave, the outpl,lt switches to -1~2 V. 
The output fr.om the operational runplifi'er i's 
sp:rft into two control.channels, one t'or a positive group 
thyristor and the other for a negative group thyristor • 
. The separate control channels are identical except that 
the output from• the operational ampiifier for the positive 
group thyristor is taken via an inverter. 
The next s.tage of the pulse-forming circuit 
consists of a monostable circuit in each control channel. 
This circuit, details of which are given in Appendix 6, is 
constructed from NOR-gates and an R-C circuit, the values 
of resistance and capacitance being selected to give an 
output pulse of approximate width 0.4 ms for every positive-
going input transition. Thus, short-duration pulses are 
produced at the output of the monostable circuit in the 
positive group control channel at the instant when the 
reference voltage becomes greater than that of the cosine 
timing wave, as shovm in figure 5.7, and at the output of 
the monostable circuit in the negative group control 
channel at the instant when the reference voltage becomes 
less than that of the cosine timing wave. 
Each monostable circuit is connected to a: bistable' 
circuit (Appendix 6) consisting of two NOR-gates. The 
monostable and bistable circuits are interconnected, as 
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shown in figure 5 .• 8, to form 3-stage ring counters. 
By this means, when a pulse is produced froxil·oneof the 
monostable circuits, the output from·the associated 
bistable circuit switches to logic 1 level. The output 
stays at that level until a pulse is received from one of 
.the other mono stable circuits. In this way, rec.tanguliar 
pulses-are produced at the pulse-forming circuit outputs 
having_ a duration eq_ual to the req_uired conduction period 
o-f the associated thyristor in the power circuit. 
The output stage shown in figure 5.9 provides the 
req_uired gate-pulse power for driving the thyristor, and 
also isolation between the power and control circuits. 
The two NOR-gates are for the inhibition control which 
is discussed in detaii later in this Chapter. If the 
input from the inhibition control circuit is at logic 0 
level, then the tvro NOR-gates have no effect on the 
thyristor· gate-pulses. 
The rectangular pulse produced by eaCh pulse-
forming circuit is fed to a UPA61 thyristor drive 
oscillator. This is a standard encapsulated free-running 
oscillator, with an externally connected O.CllfF capacitor, 
giving a 10kHz output when its input is at logic 1 level. 
The rectangular pulses are therefore converted into 10kHz 
oscillatory pulses having the same duration as the 
rectangulal' pulses. The oscillatory pulses are then 
passed to the thyristor gates via TT61 thyristor output 
transformers. 
components. 
These are also standard encapsula-ted 
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( 5.3-.5) Regular Sampling Circu-Hs 
The requirement for the regular sampling 
circuits is to sample the rei'erence wa:ve a.t regular 
interva,ls arid to hold the sampled value for a specific 
dura-tion. As discussed in section 3.4.1. it is convenient 
to sample the reference wave at the starts of the cosine 
timing waves, and to hold the samples for the duration of 
the timing waves; that is, one half cycle of the input 
frequency. Since there is an overlap between 
successive periods during which the samples are held 
constant, separate regular sampling control channels are 
requil•ed for each input phase. 
Each sampling instant coincides with the 
intersections of the two commutation phase voltages. 
Sampling instants for the positive group of thyristors 
occur when the two phase voltages are positive, whilst 
those for the negative group occur when they are negative. 
In each case, the samples are to be held for.l80° periods. 
The sampling instants for both groups are detected by 
full-wave rectification of the output voltages from the 
mains transformers shown in figure 5.3, and feeding them 
to an operational amplifier conn~cted as a comparator. 
The circuit is shown in figure 5.10 and the input and 
output waveforms o-f the Y-phase comparator are shown in 
figures 5.lla and 5.llb. The transitions of the square-
wave output occur at all intersections of the rectified 
phase voltages, but only the positive-going transitions 
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correspond t.o the sampling instants. Tile negative-
going transitions are not required and hav:e no e'ff'ect on 
the sample-and-hold part of the circuit. 
· The output f'roin the comparator is 
differentiated by an R-C circuit to give a train of 
positive and negative pulses which are then of'f'set to 
-12 V when the swi t eh shovm in f'igure 5 .10 is at -12 . V 
(for regula!' sampling). The resultant train of' pulses 
(f'igure 5.llc) is used to control the f'ield-ef'f'ect 
transistor FETl in the sample-and-hold part o-f the cil•cui t 
in figure 5.10. 
The f'ield effect transistor FETl acts as a 
sampling switch for the ref'erence wave which is f'ed to it 
from a. signal generator via an operational amplif'ier 
buffer. This transistor is held. in the non-conducting 
state if its gate voltage is less than about -3 V. It is 
therefore in its conducting state only during the short 
durations of' the positive pulses shown in figure 5.11c. 
By this means, the instantaneous value-of' the reference 
wave is sampled at the required instant, and held f'or 
. 0 
the 180 period. 
If the switch in figure 5.10 is switched to OV, 
then the gate voltage of' FETl is at 0 V causing it to 
conduct for practically the whole of the 180° period. 
The reference wave therefore passes through with no 
sample-and-hold action. In this way, the cycloconverter_ 
cah be operated with natural or regular sampling simply by 
operating the switch shown in· figu~e 5.10. 
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The circuit described above was connected 
between the end-stop control and the pulse-forming et rcu:i:t 
of each control channel of the experimental cy.cloconverter. 
,For operation with regular sampling, the thyrirstor firing 
pulses occur at intersections .of the cosine ti·ming waves 
and the held sampl!es of the reference wave, whilst ·by 
switching to natural sampl!ing, they occur a.t intersections 
of the cosine timing waves and the reference wave. 
(5.4) Inhibition Contrcill Circuits 
(5.4 .. 1) General 
There is no established method of controlling 
changeover of conduction of load current from one group, of 
thyristors to the other in practical cycloconverters, 
and descriptions in the literature give few detail.s of 
the individual methods adopted for their control. An 
inhibition control system was therefore developed for the 
experimental cycloconverte1•, and the .circuit shown in 
figure 5.12 was constructed as the first step. 
The purpose of this circuit is to transfer the 
load current from one thyristor group to the other at 
each reference voltage zero. The part o1' the circuit 
containing the 741 operational amplifier acts as·a zero-
crossing detector giving a square wave output as in figure 
5 •. 13. The IN4lh8 diode allows only the positive half 
cycles to pass to the pair of cascade-connected ST241 
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transistors. The waveforms of the signals at the 
-respective collectors of these transistors are rectangular 
and :i.n ant:l:phase wi·th each other as. shovm. in f:i:gure 15.13. 
The collector terminal T was connected to the inhibiti!on 
. - p . -
terminals of all the FiringControl Circuits {see figure 
5.9) of the positive thyristor group, and T _ was connected 
_n 
to all the negative group Firing Control Circuits. 
This method of inhibition control does not allow 
for the possibility that the load current may no-t be zero 
at the instant when the reference voltage passes through 
zero. Firing pulses may then be released to the 
incoming thyristor group whilst the outgoing group is 
still cortducting. In order to prevent a short circuit 
theri occurring across the input phases, the circtilating-
current reactors were connected as in figure 5.1 and the 
load current was restricted to a few milliampe1•es. This 
enabled the cycloconverter to be operated in the 
inhibited mode and provided valua.ble experience in 
developing an inhibition control scheme. 
In order to avoid the possibility of a short 
circuit due to the release of firing pulses to the 
incoming thyristor group before the outgoing group has 
ceased conducting, some form of current sensing is 
essential. There will generally be several current zeros 
at the end of each half-crcle of load current, and-it is 
necessary to select one at which inhibition control will 
be initiated. Therefore a reliable method of inhibition 
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control must combine information about both the reference 
voltage and the load current. The method developed for 
the experimental cycloconverter is described in.the 
following sectimls. 
(5.4.2) Detection of Load Current Zero& 
Load current zeros may be detected by monitoring 
the load current directly 
transformers (Fallside et 
vrith, 
8 
al. , 
for example, d.c. current 
Arikan20 ). However, 
d. c. current trMsformers require auxiliary supplies of 
frequency of about 2 kHz Vlhich can cause a delay of up to 
about* ms in detecting a current·zero. A further problem 
is that this method does not reliably distinguish between 
low current and zero current. 
Another method of detecting load current zeros, 
requiring two pairs of back-to-back connected diodes, was 
used by Ta.kahashi and Miyairi(ll). Whilst there is a .. 
voltage drop (of about 1 V) across a diode, then current 
must be flovling; when there is no voltage drop, then the 
current must be zero. The voltage across each pair of 
diodes is monitored and used to control the inhibition 
process of the cycloconverter. 
The diodes in this cas.e have to be fully rated 
for the maximum load current. A cheaper method which does 
not incur the heat-loss penalty of the diodes is to monitor 
the voltages across each of the thyristors. Whilst a 
thyristor is conducting, the voltage across it is 
practically constant at about 1 V for any magnitude of 
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.current d'own to :the holding curren.t. As soon as the 
thyristor ceases.conduction, the voltage across it becomes 
dependent on thesupply voltage. Thus, when t·he ·absolute 
voltages across all the thyristors are simultaneously 
greater than about 1 V, then the load current must be zero. 
The voltages across the thyriators can be 
monLt.o red directly using combinational logic circuits as 
described by Hamblin and Barton(l:9). These circuits 
operate at a 'floating voltage' with respect to earth 
which would be expected to presen.t prob:tems regarding the 
power supplies of the integrated circuits. 
transformers connected across the thyristors v:ould not 
necessarily overcome this problem without introducing other 
·problems conce1•ning the distortion of the thyristor 
voltage waveform. 
However, optocouplers and differential amplifiers 
present solid-state alternatives to isolating transformers, 
and as there is no published evidence of these devices 
having been used, successfully or otherwise, for 
cycloconverter applicati:ons, a series of laboratory tests 
wer·e carried out.· 
The optocoupler conststs of a light-emitting 
diode and a phototransistor encapsulated in a common 
package. The diode is the input to the device and is 
connected in series with a resistor to limit the diode 
current to its rated value when subjected to the maximum 
an·ticipated voltage. The phototransistor provides a low-
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level output operating in-the. switching mode between 
saturation and the off'-state. The phototrailsistor was 
connected to a :Level detector, thebas:i!c component. of which 
was a 301 integrated circuit operational amplifier, and 
both components 'Nere se1ected for fast response times 
giving a to;tal response time of about 10-20 p.s. This is 
fast enough to give close control over the inhibition of the 
cycloconverter. 
The other alternative, the differential amplifier, 
has a response time dependent on only an·operational 
amplifi-er. Its response time is therefore sli-ghtly faster 
than the optocoupler/level cretector combinati-on. Howeyer, 
it does not provide electrical isolation between the power 
and control circuits, and some difficulty was experienced 
in setting the external resistances to avoid distortion of 
the output waveform due to common-mode rejection. Common,-
mode rejection could occur when the thyristor is in the 
conducting state resulting in similar voltages (with 
respect to earth) at the two input termi-nals of the 
differenti-al amplifier. 
Optocouplers and level detectors were ffnally 
selected for detection of current zeros because (i) no 
additional components are req_uired in the power circuit, 
( ii) electrical isolation is provided between the power and 
control circuits, ( iii) they at•e compatible with the 
complementary-M.O.S. integrated circuits which were used 
in the inhibition control circuits, (iv) the response 
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time was fast enough for close con:tro!l! of inhibition. 
In order to detect current zeros in 'the inhibited 
cycloconverter it is not in fact necessary to monitor the 
voltages across individual thyristors. As shown in 
figure 5.2, any thyristor in the positive group is 
effectively connected in inverse-parallel with a thyristor 
in the negative group. . Thus, an optocoupler connected 
across a thyristor in one group will also be connected across 
a thyristor in the other group. Furthermore, in the 
6-pulse cycloconverter, as with any 6-pulse bridge 
rectifier, load curren~ flowing through a thyristor in one 
half of the bridge must inevitably be flowing through a . 
thyristor in the other half. It is therefore only 
necessary to connect the optocouplers across pairs of 
thyristors in one half of the bridge. Thus only 3 
optocouplers are required for each output phase of a 
6-pulse cycl oconverter. 
for 3-pulse operation. 
The same number is also required 
Thus the requirements of optocouplers for zero 
current detection in the inhibited cycloconverter reduce 
to one per input phase for each output phase. The 
connections to the power ciPcui t are shoYm in figure 5.1/+o 
The problem of detecting load current zeros is now that of 
monitoring the voltages between the input phases and one 
of the load terminals rather than across individual 
thyristors. If any one of these voltages is held to the 
forward voltage drop of a thyristor, then :koad.current 
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must be f~owi~g; if all t·hree _vol tages are greater than 
this va~ue, then the load current must be zero. 
The zero current detection circuit sho\'m in 
figure 5.15 was desi'gned to monitor the three vol tages as 
described above and to deliver a digital signal at logic 
1 level at its output terminal whilst load current flows. 
When there is no load current, the output is required to 
be a·t logic 0 level. The four IN 4148 diodes full-wave 
rectify the voltage across each pair of back-back 
thyristors, and the maximum instantaneous current passing 
through the input diode. of the TIL 111 optocoupler was 
limited to 60 mA for the full 415 V supply voltage. The 
input diode current is zero whilst the associated thyristor 
is conducting load current. Under this condition, the 
photo-transistor is in the off-state and its emitter is 
at about 6 V. The inverting terminal of the 301 
operational amplifier in the level detector circuit is 
therefore also at about 6 V. The 1 k~pre-set 
potentiometer is set so that the non-inverting terminal of 
the operational amplifier is at a. voltage sufficiently greater 
than that at the inverting terminal to give a positive 
output from the operational amplifier. 
Under the alternative condition of zero thyristor 
current, current flo'!!S through the input diode of the 
optocoupler and the phototransistor is in the saturated 
state. Its emitter, and the inverting terminal of the 
operational amplifier, are raised to almost 12 V. 
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FIG. 5·15 ZERO CURRENT DETECTION CIRCUIT FOR INHIBITION CONTROL 
.The inverting terminal is now at a higher voltage than the 
non-inverting terminal so that the output of the operational 
amplif'i:er is zero. 
The output of the NOR-gate in figure 5.15 can be 
at logic 1 level only when all of its inputs are 
simultaneously at logic 0 level r this is the condition 
for zero load current in the cycloconverter. To prevent 
operation of the inhibition control on spurious or 
insignificant current zeros, the output is taken through 
a time-delay circuit consisting of an R-C circuit and a 
NAND-gate. The 1 M.n pre-set potentiometer was ad'jUsted · 
so that. the short duration current zeros did not appear. in 
the waveform at the output of the NAND-gste. 
The output from the zero current detection circuit 
is taken to the changeover logic circuit which will be 
described in section 5.4.4. 
(5.4.3) Detection of Reference Voltage Zeros 
The lev:el detector circuit forming pnrt of the 
-zero current detection circuit (figure 5.15) was also used 
in the zero reference voltage detection circuit as shovm 
in figure 5.16. The mid-point of the ±12 V power supply 
was commoned with the zero volts terminal of the signal 
generator (reference voltage), and the 1 kn potentiometer 
was set to give a rectangular waveform of equal positive 
and negative periods at the output of the operational 
amplifier. This is the waveform f'or position@ as shovm 
in figure 5.17. 
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The output from the operational amplifier is taken 
to two monostable circuits. As shown in greater detail 
in Appendix 6, these circuits produce short duration 
pulses for every negative-going transition at their 
respective inputs. An inverter NAND-gate is connected 
between the operational amplifier and one of the monostable 
circuits which therefore effectively responds to positive-
going transitions developed by the operational amplifier. 
One monostable circuit thus produces pulses for negative-
going voltage zeros of the reference voltage, and the other 
produces pulses foi• positive-going voltage zeros, as shown 
in figure 5.17. 
The monostable circuits consist of NMfD-gates 
and R-C circuits, and .the 470 knpre-set potentiometers 
were set to give output pulses of about 0.5 ms duration. 
These were then fed to the changeover logic circuit which 
is described in the next section. 
(5 •. 4.4) Changeover Logic 
The changeover logic circuit combines the outputs 
from the zero current and the zero reference voltage 
circuits to control the instant of changeover of load 
current from one thyristor group to the other. The circuit 
is shown in figure 5.18. The design philosophy adopted 
is that for prospective changeover from, for example, 
positive to negative group, all current zeros (A0 in the 
figure) occurring before the instant of the negative-going 
reference voltage zero (V ) are to be ignored. opn 
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FIG 5·1 8 CHANGEOVER LOGIC CIRC UIT FOR INHIBITION CONTROL 
curren,t zero occu1•ring after the reference voltage zero 
initia.tes the changeover procedure. Thi's involves 
illlillediate inhibition (neglecting propagation delays) of 
the positive group and then, after a short delay, the 
release of firing pulses to the negative group. 
Changeover of load current back to the positive group is 
prevented until the next positive-going reference-vortage 
zero. The detailed description of the operation of the 
changeover logic circuit follows, and the waveforms around 
the circuit are shovm in figure 5.19. 
The vol tages at the terminals V~np and Vopn are 
normally at logic 1 level, and reference voltage zeros 
are indicated by short zero-level pulses. The outputs of 
the bistable circuits.RSl and RS2 change state from logic 
0 to logic 1 level when the respective Vonp or Vopn pulses 
are produced. The output remains at logic 1 level until 
the bistable circuit is reset by a logic 0 level pulse at the 
other input terminal. This occurs at the instant·of 
changeover (see below). The truth table for an RS 
bistable circuit is given in appendix 6. 
The voltage at the terminal A
0 
·is no1•mally at 
logic 1 level and current zeros.are indicated by logic 0 
level pulses. These are inverted through a NAND-gate 
tnverter. The output of NANDl (or NAND2) remains at 
logic 1 level whilst either, or both, of its inputs is at 
logi·c 0 level, e.nd switches to 1 0 1 when both inputs are 
at 11 1 • This occurs at the first current zero indication 
after the reference voltage zero • 
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The· outputs of N:ANDl and .N,AND2 are the inputs to 
the bist8ble circuit RS3. During steady-state cond:i.tions 
these inputs are both at logic 1 level., arid the outputs 
provide two antivalent signals simultaneously. When one 
of the inputs svri tches to logic 0 level (at the first 
current zero after the reference voltage zero), the 
outputs switch simultaneously to their respective 
complementary states. The actual signal levels at the 
outputs of RS3 for all possible combinations of inputs is 
shown ih the truth table in Appendix 6.,_ RS3 is the core 
of the changeover logic control of the cycloconverter as it 
provides the necessary output signals for inhibition and 
conduction of the two thyristor groups. 
Positive-going transitions at the outputs of 
RS3 are transmitted without time delay, and after inversion 
in the NOR-gates, cut off the associF.Jted Bl48 transistors. 
The output of the transistor is then at 24 V. This-'ls 
fed to the firing control circuits (see figure 5.9) of all 
the thyristors in the outgoing group and switches the 
output of the second NOR-gate to logic 0 level. This 
immediately cuts off the thyristor drive oscillators so as 
to inhibit the gate pulses. At the same instant, the 
zero-going transition at the base of the Bl48 transistor 
is also fed back to RSl (or RS2) which is thereby reset to 
give an output at logic 0 level. This ensures that 
further cut•rent zeros cannot cause another changeover until 
a·fter ·the next reference voltage zero. 
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Zero-going transitions a,t the outputs of RS3 
are delayed by the R-C circuit and this resu~Lts in a time 
delay before the other Bl48 transistor· is· turned on, and 
hence before firing pulses are released to the other 
thyristor group. The required time delay is the minimum 
to avoid a short circuit occurring and was set by adjustment 
of the 1 Mnpre-set potentiometer to about 1 ms. 
The changeover logic circuit shovm in figure 5.18 
includes additional NOR-gates associated with the terminals 
0 
These terminals are for-connection to a 
short-circuit detection circuit.· For operation of the 
inhibited cycloconverter without short-circuit detection, 
the terminals A and A are commoned to 0 V of the set sea 
control circuit power supply. Vfuen the cycloconverter 
vtas put into operation, it was found that the delay 
circuits in the changeover logic circuit provided adequate 
protection against short circuits. It was also found that 
short-circuits occurring whilst the delay circuits were 
being adjusted were transient and cleared before any 
fuse had time to blow. 
(5.5) Exnerimental Results 
(5.5.1) Generel 
In order to make direct comparisons between the 
computer and experimental results, the experimental 
cycloconverter was connected for 3-pulse operation in the 
inhibited mode and connected to a load consisting of 25.n 
1.84 
resistance in series with 0.125 H inductance, the time 
constant being 0.005 s. Spectra]) analyses and an 
examination of' the waveforms.were carri'ed out f'or natural 
and regular sampling of' a sinusoidal reference wave. 
(5.5.2) ·Spectral Analysis 
The magnitude of' the components of the output 
voltage of the experimental cycloconverter at selected 
frequency ratios were measured wd:th a Muirhead Kl34A wave 
analyser. The specified bandwidth of this wave analy.ser 
was claimed to be 2% of the in-tune frequency (which has 
a minimum scale reading of 3Hz), and was therefore more 
suitable for low frequency measurements than the available 
spectrum analyser which had a bandwidth of' 10 Hz. 
However, in spite of manufacturer's claims, clear readings 
were not possible with the wave analyser when a large 
number of components were present. 
It was therefore necessary to restrict 
measurements to particular fl'equency ratios at which only 
one sub-harmonic component was expected. The tabulated 
computer results (tables 4.la- 4.lf) show that this 
condition ·can be obtained by operating the cycloconverter 
at output frequencies which give pfi/f0 Ratio values of 
3.5, 4.5, 5.5, etc. The sub-harmonic frequency is then 
0.5 of the output frequency and, as eho\•m in chapter 2, this 
is also the fundamental frequency. The second harmonic 
is therefore the wanted component, whilst the third harmonic 
gives the lowest order super-harmonic component at 1.5 
lt85 
of tht;3 output frequency,. These frequency relationships 
were confirmed experimentally using the wave-analyser. 
The theoretical and experimental results for 
natural sampl'ing are compared in figure 5.20 and for 
regular sampling in figure 5.21, and it is seen that the 
computer results are closely verified experimentally. 
A comparison of figures 5.20 and 5.21 shows that 
the 0.5 f 0 sub-harmonic component is attenuated by employing 
regular in place of natural sampling when the cycloconverter 
is operated at a pfi/f0 Ratio of 4.5. However, at a 
pfi/f0 Ratio of 5.5, the magnitude of the 0.5 f 0 
sub-harmonic component is increased when regular sampling 
is employed, whilst at Ratios of 6.5, 7.5 and 8.5, the 
differences are insignificant. 
(5.5.3) Output Voltage and Current Waveforms 
(5.5.3.1) General 
Typical waveforms of the output voltage and 
' 
current of the experimental cycloconverter operated in the 
inhibited mode with natural sampling are discussed in the 
following sections. In each figure, the top trace is the 
output voltage and the bottom trace is the load current. 
The input frequency is 50 Hz, the modulation factor is 
0.9 and the time constant of the load is 0.005 s. The 
effect of switching to regular sampling had negligible 
effect on the waveforms, and therefore the following 
discussion refers equally to natural and regular sampling. 
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(5.5.3.2) Operation at Integer Values of' T?f'1Lf0 Ratio 2. Output frequency == 1!63 Hz and 50 _Hz 
The waveforms f'or output fr•equencies of' l6iHz. 
and 50 Hz are shoYm in figures 5.22 and 5.23 respectively. 
These are equivalent to pf'i/f'0 Ratios of' 9.0 and 3.0 which 
are the extremities of the tabula.ted computer results 
shown in talJle 4.1 .. · In both cases, the waveforms f'or 
successive cycles of the wanted component are iden-tical, 
and the fundamental frequency is therefore equa·l to the 
wanted output frequency. There.are therefore no sub-
harmonics, thus confirming the relevant computed. re.sults 
shQwn in. tables 4.la and 4.lf. 
Operation et a Non-Integer 
Ou.tpu·t Freguency = 17.6 Hz 
Value of pf'./f Ratio 
l-0 
The waveforms for an output frequency of 17.6 Hz, 
correslJbnding to a pf"j_/f0 Ratio of 8.5 are shown in figm'e 
The two successive cycles, at wanted output 
f:r·equency, of these wavef'opms aPe dissimilar. This is 
due to the presence of a sub-harmonic cornl;onent whose 
magni tu.de and fr•equency, by wave analyser measurement, was 
7% of the wanted component and 8.8 Hz ( 505b of the output 
frequency). 
The waveforms shown in figure 5. 2/.J. for the 
ex~erimental cycloconvePter a~e very similar to those 
obtained from the computer (figure 4.6 in chP.pter 4), thus 
valid~ating the co1:1puter progranuning technique. 
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FIG 5·23 t 0 • 50·0 HZ 
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FIG 5·24 i'0 = 17·6 HZ 
FIG 5·25 f 0 a 38·0 HZ 
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(5.5.3.4). Effect of a Sub-harmonic Comuonent having a 
Frequency considerably less than the Want.ed 
Outuut Frequency 
The computed results in table 4.la in chapter 
4 showed that for operation of the cycJ:oconverter a·t a 
pf 1/f0 Ratio of 3.9, there is a high magnitude sub,.,.hE~rmonic 
component at 10% of the output frequency, whilst a·t a 
Ratio of 4.0, there is a high magnitude d.c. component. 
By intrapolation between these resui.ts, there is a high 
magnitude sub-harmonic component of.frequency less than 
10% of the output frequency when the pfi/f
0 
Ratio· is 
between 3.9 and 4.0. For the experimental cycl:oconverter, 
these Ratios correspond to output frequencies of 38.5 Hz 
and 37.5 Hz respectively, and the waveforms for output 
frequencies of 38.0 Hz, 37.75 Hz and 37.5 Hz are discussed 
below .. 
Output Frequency = 38.0 Hz 
Figure 5.25 shows the output waveforms of the 
experimental cycloconverter for an output frequency of 
38.0 Hz,· which corresponds to a pf:r/f0 Ratio of 3.95. 
It is seen that the waveform oscillates about the zero 
axis, and a sufficient number of output cycles is shovm 
for a repetition period to be identified. By counting 
the number of cycles of the wanted component in one 
repetition period, it is seen that the frequency of 
oscillation of the waveforms is about 5% of the output 
frequency, ·Or about 1.9 Hz. The computed results given in 
l92 
chapter 4 conf.irm that. this is· the sub-harmonic component, 
and it is concluded that a low frequency sub-ho.rmonic 
component causes an oscillation of the .wa.vecform such as is 
shO\'m in f'i!gure 5. 25. 
Output Freouency :: 37.75 Hz 
With decrease in output frequency from 38.0 Hz 
to 37.75 Hz (corresponding to an increase of pfi/f0 Ratio 
from 3.95 to 3.97), the computed results given in chapter 
4 predict a decrease in the frequency of the l1igh 
magnitude sub-harmonic component. Thus, in the Wa·veforms 
for 37. 7.5 Hz shO\m in figure 5.26, the number of output 
cycles for a repetition period to be identified is greater 
than in figure 5.25. By again counting the number of cycles 
of the \'Janted com:oonent f.n one repetHion period, the 
frequency of the sub-harmonic component is seen to be about 
2.8% of the output frequency, or about 1 Hz. 
In b~th figures 5.25 and 5.26, the alternating 
pattern of light and dark areas is due to the VAriation 
in nett areas enclosed by the waveform during successive 
cycles of the \'tanted component. As discussed in chapters 
3 and 4, this is a direct result of the presence of the 
sub·-harmonic component. 
Output Freouency :: 37.5 Hz 
When the output frequency of the cycloconverter 
is fu:ctiwr reduced to 37.5 Hz (corresponding to a 
pf i/f 0 Hat io of 4 • 0), the '.vaveforms ar'e as shorm j_n 
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FIG 5·26 f"0 = 37.75 HZ 
FIG 5·27 f 0 :37·5 HZ 
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figure 5.27. The variation in nett area enclosed by the 
waveform over a ll'rge number of cycles is negligible, 
but. the lighter top half of' the current. trace is due to a 
consistent positive nett area indicating the presence of 
a d. c •. component. The computed results confirm this 
observation. 
Output Freauency = 35.0 Hz 
With further reduction of cycloconverter output 
frequency to 35Hz (pf1/f0 Ratio= 4.28), the output 
waveforms are as sh0\'!11 in figure 5. 28. The variation in 
the nett areas over one repetition period indicate the 
I presence of a sub-harmonic at about 3 of the out:~mt 
frequency, or about 12 Hz. This is again confirmed by the 
computer results. 
(5.5.3.5) Effect of a Sub-harmonic Component having a 
Prequency near the Wanted Outnut Freauency 
'fhe computed results in ·tables 4.Ib and 4.lc 
show that at a pfi/f0 Ratio of 5.0, there is no d.c. 
component and no sub-harmonic component. However, there 
is a si[,rnificant general harmonic which coincides with the 
wanted output component at this pf i/f
0 
Ratio, and \'!hich 
eme1•ges as a sub-harmonic component V!hen the Ratio is 
increased, and v:hich emerges as a super-harmonic 
component when the Ratio is decreased. 
'fhe effect of this harmonic on the output 
wavefor1ns of the experimental cycloconverter \'!hen the 
output fre~uency is increased from 30.0 Hz (pf1/f0 Ratio =5.0) 
19~ 
. FIG 5·28 
FIG 5·29 
f. :35·0 HZ 0 
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to. 31.0 Hz (pf' i/f0 .Ratio == 4.84 . .) are shOwn. in f'igures 
5 .• 29 - 5~31 and are discussed• in detail be!lo\v. A small 
· decrease in output frequency gave similar ·waveforms·. 
Output Freauency ,;, 30.0 Hz 
Figures 5.29 and 5.30 bo.th show the output 
waveforms of the experimental cycloconverter when the 
output frequency is 30.0 Hz. Any variation in the nett 
area enclosed by successi v.e cycles of the. wanted component 
is insignificant, either in figure 5.29 or for the larger 
number of output cycles in figure 5.30. There is therefore 
no sub-harmonic component in the output, as confirmed by 
the computed results in Chapter 4. 
Outuut Frequency == 31.0 Hz 
Figure 5.31 shows the effect of the emergence 
of the sub-h?.rmonic component at a frequency just below 
the output frequency of the cycl,oconverter. The output 
frequency is 31.0 Hz, and the. current waveform in 
particular, is charactePistic of a waveform which results 
from amplitude modulation of two signals. The side-band 
frequency in figur·e 5.31 is about 4 Hz, and therefore the 
frequency of the modulating signal (the sub-harmonic 
component) is about 31 Hz - 4 Hz = 27 Hz. 
close to the computed frequency of 26.4 Hz. 
This is very 
'fhe output waveforms of the cycloconverter 
for an output frequency of about 29 Hz were similRl' to 
those shom1 in figure 5.31. The eo mputed results show that 
e super-harmonic component of the frequency just above 
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FIG 5·30 ~=30·0 HZ 
FIG5·31 ~=31 ·0HZ 
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the output frequency is then present. 
It is concluded from these observations 
concerning figure 5.31 that a sub-harmonic or a 
super-harmonic, having a frequency close to that of the 
output frequency, causes amplitude:modulation of the 
output waveforms. 
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CHAPI'ER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ·'.\\ORK 
The~ object of this thesis is to show that. 
the, application of sampling ~eclmiquee enables a 
new. approach to be. lllade to the control of the inhibited 
cycloconverter, and thereby to' show that the sub-harmonic 
components of the output. vo1 tag,e can be attenuated 
by appropriate madi1'ication of the control teclmique .. 
It was shown in chapter 3 that, although 
replacement of natural by regular sampling in the control 
o:r the circulating:-current cycl'oconverter gave very 
significant attenuation of the sub-harmonic components, 
this was not generally the case for the inhibited 
cycloconverter. It is concluded that the inhibition 
process interferes with the sequence of commutations, 
det'ined by the; thyristor switching functions, in such a 
way as to negate the 1mpro.vements obtained when the 
cycloconve1•ter is operated in the circulating-current 
mode .. It was shown that. significant improvements 
can be obtained in the inhibited cycloconverter by 
adding_ ramp :rUnctioJis to the regular. samples in a· similar 
manner to the process o.f pulse position modulation in 
communications engineering. However, this improvement 
was only obtainable whilst the load current was sinusoidal, 
that is whilst the inhibition switching instants are 
regular and the conducting periods of both thyristor 
groups are equal. 
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It was shown iri chapter 4 that if the load· 
current i·s non-.sinusoidal,. the· inhibit_ion switching 
instants are gener~lly irregular, and the conducting 
periods of the thyristor groups are unequal. This was 
shown to have the effect of increasing the• ·magnitude of' 
the sub-harmonics, and it was! then necessary to 
introduce a :further mod±fication to the control of the 
cycloconverter to reduce thi·s irregular! ty, and thereby 
to attenuate the.sub-harmonics. Ramp functions o:f 
variable slope in the pulse position modulation method 
referred to above gave some improvements, but the most 
significant improvements vrere obtained by distorting the 
reference wave with its second harmonic. ~·he application 
of this modi:fication was shovm to result in very 
significant attenuations of the sub-harmonic components,. 
and it would-therefore make a useful contribution to 
improving the performance of a cyclocon·vez·ter-motor 
system when the cycloconverter is operated over a wider 
range of input/output frequency ratios than a1t present .. 
It is suggested. that the work be extended by 
further investigation in,to the use of dis.torted reference 
waves in the control system in order to optimize these 
impr·ovements. Since the effect of the inhibition 
process, particularly the e:ffect of irregular 
inhibition switching instants, is shown to accentuate the 
sub-harmonics, then it would also be useful. to investigate 
the operation of the cycloconverter in a hybrid inhibited/ 
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circul~ting-:eurren:t mode. This would allow circulating-
current to flow for a limited period whils,t the load 
current is commutated from one thyristor group to the 
other., and could pro.Vide grea.ter flexibility over the 
control of the inhibition switching instants than in the 
pure inhibited cycloconverter. 
It is shown that the operation of the 
cycloconverter can be identified with pulse width 
modula.tion. Pulse width modulation is commonly used 
in communications engineering and it is suggested that 
the mathema.tical analysis in this context be related to 
the cyc:l.oconverter~ with the possibility of deriving 
further benefits from the application of communications 
techniques. 
Computer programs were written for both the 
circulating-current and inhibited cycloconverters as 
deecr.ibed in chapters 3 and 4. The computer analysis 
discussed in chapter 4 showed that .. a sub-harmonic component 
is identifiable as a general harmonic whose frequency 
depends on the value of the pfi /fa; Ratio~- and that the 
genera-l harmonic is a -sub-harmonic- component :·over-- a-limited 
range of the pfi/f0 , Ratio values; for even integer values 
of the pfi/f0 RaUo it. takes the form of a d.c. component~ 
whilst at odd integer values there- is no sub-harmonic 
componm t and no d. c. component. 
The value of the pf 1/f 0 Ratio was also shown to 
be significant in the prediction of the fundamental 
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repeti:tion frequency, and two me.thods of determining its 
vaiue for the ccimpu.ter analysis were developed.,,and 
described in chap.ter 2. 
r:t was shown in chapter 3 that the nett areas 
·enclosed by successive cycles of the output waveform 
(at wanted ou,tput frequency) are zero if no sub-harmonic 
component is present. If a sub..,harmonic is present, 
then the nett areas vary from one complete cycle to ·the 
next. This criterion was found to be of particular 
vallue .for assessing the sub-harmonic con.tents of the 
computer plots of the output waveforms. 
Practical tests on the experimental cycJ!oconverter, 
which is described in chapter 5i confirmed the validity 
' . 
of the computer programs. The inhibition control system 
of the experimental cycloconverter incorporated a povel 
method o1' zero curren.t detection involving optocouplers. 
The practical tests also showed that the effect of. a 
sub-harmonic componen.t on the shape of the output 
wavefor:n depends on its frequency in relation to the 
wanted output frequency. If the difference between these 
frequencies is small, the envelope of the waveform is 
-- . . . . - . . . 
- . . ' . .. 
characteristic of amplitude modulation; if the difference 
is large, the wavefo1•m oscillates about its mean level 
at the sub-harmonic frequency. 
Although the objectives of this· thesis are 
concerned with the distortion of .. the output waveforms, 
distortion of the-supply, or :Lnput~ waveform·is often 
2Q3 
queried in practical rectifier installa·tions. Future 
work should therefore include an investiga.tion into the 
input side distortion components. This· would inevitably 
introduce consideration of the source, or commutation, 
impedance which if of significant magnitude, could also 
affect the output waveforms. The ef'f'ect of' source 
impedance on the outpu·t distortion c()mponen.ts should 
therefore be investigated. 
Existing cycloconverter control systems 
invariably.rely on such methods as the cosinusoida1 control 
method in which two analogue input signals are used. The 
results discussed in this thesis have shown that such methods 
do· not necessarily giv:e optimum, cycloconverter performance 
unless appropriate rnod,if'ications are made. There are in 
fact an infinite number of combinations of thyristor 
switching instants if' the constraint of the cosinusoidal 
cuntrol method is removed. The sequence of switching 
ins.tants must nevertheless be controlled to give a · 
predominant a.c. output component at the wanted output 
frequency, but there are still a very large number of 
possible combinations. I~ is therefore recommended that 
the· requirements for -an a.ll..;.digital control system> oe · 
investigated in order to provide greater flexibility of 
control over the thyristor switching functions and the 
inhibition switching functions. Such a system is now viable 
·for Pl'actical cycloconverters with the availability of low-
cost pre-programmable micro-processors.. The thyristor 
switching instants can then be pre-programmed with a wide 
rru1ge of possible values. 
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APPENDIX 1 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE 
CIRCULATING-CURRENT CYCLOCON~~RTER 
Al/1 
17/12/73 
c 
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C C H : C I I L ,\ T I i l (, C U R ~~ 1: i'< T ' 0 D f; 
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c 
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APPENDIX 2 
APPLICATION OF FOURIER ANALYSIS TO THJ!: OUTPUT VOLTJI:GE 
WAVJ!.'F0RM OF .THE CYCLOCONVERTER 
Basic Principle 
The basic principle underlying Fourier Analysis 
is. that. any non-sinusoidal waveform can be separated: into 
a number of sinusoidal and cosinusoidal components. 
If a non-sinusoidal waveform is· defined' as a 
periodic function F( t) during the period -t1 to t 2, then 
00 CO 
F(t) = A0 + /;1 . ~ cos('2rcRfft) + n~l ~ sin(2nNfft) (A2 .. 1) 
~ = 2f~ r2 F( t) cos(2ffNfft)dt 
tl 
'X= 2ffJt2 F(t) sin(2•Nf,t)dt 
tl 
ff = fundamental repetition frequency 
Adaption of the Basic Principle of the Cycloconverter 
(a) F1ourier Coeffici'ent, A0 
If the voltage of the input supply to the 
cycloconverter is 1 p~u., 
F(t) = sin(2nfit + R) 
where fi = input frequency 
(A2.2) 
(A2.3) . 
(A2.4) 
and.R depends on which input phase is being 
_A2/l 
utilised at any particular instant to fabricate the 
outpu:t voltage waveform. 
From Equations (A2.2) and (A2.5) 
A = 0 tfft2 sin(2rrfi t + R)dt 
tl . 
f ] t2 
= -· 2 "~i [cos( 2nf it + R) t 
. 1 
The output waveform consis,ts of segments of the 
input· sine waves. Each segment can be defined between 
the time limits t(K-1.) and t{K) where K successivel:y takes 
the values 1, 2, 3, •••• up to the total number (NK) of 
switching instants in one' cycle of fundamental frequency. 
• A 
. . 0 ff [cos( 2nf. T(K-1) +R) - cos(2nf. T(K)+R)J 
·n- ~ ~ (A~.6) 
n i 
(b) Fourier Coefficients of the Cosine Terms (~) 
From equation. (A2.3), quantity to be integrated 
where 
= F(t) cos( 2riNf 1.t r 
= s:tn(2nfit 
1 
- 2 sin(WDt 
VI = 2rr(f. D l. 
ws = 21t( f i 
+ R) 
+ R) 
- .Nt'f) 
+ Nff) 
cos (2rrNfft) 
1 
+ 2 sin(w8 t + 
A2/2 
(from 
R) 
(A2.5)) 
(A2. 7) 
:. from (A2.7) and (A2.3) 
R) + sin(w8 t + R)tl! dt. 
This expression can be re-written as: 
f_f . . . 
W [cos(WD t(K-1) + R) - cos(WD t(K) + R)] 
D 
t(K - 1) + R) - cos(W8 t(K) + R)] 
(A2.8) 
In the special case when r 1 = Nff' giving \VD = 0, the 
above expression cannot apply • 
. ·. in this case (A2. 7) becomes: 
~ sin(R) + ~ sin(4rrfj.t + R) 
since w8 = 2n(f1 + Nff) = 4nf1 
(A2.9) 
·-· from (A2.9) and {A2.3)P and using t{K) and t(K-1), 
N"Jr 
Am= I ff [ t(K) - t(K-l)]sin(.R) 
[cos(4nf1 t(K,-1) + R) - cos(4rrf1 t(K) + R)] (A2.10) 
A2/3 
(.c:) Elourler :Coeff!l!cients .of' the Sine Terms {~) · 
A similar procedure to that. set out in (b) 
above g:i.:ves the f'()llowing .expressions for ·BN derived 
:from, {A2 .. '4} and (A2.5): 
fj 
For N! 'f:. . ~ ' 
f. 
·NK . 
t: 
JiN: = L w~ [sin(WD t(K) + R) - sin(WD t(K-1) + R)] 
K=l 
ff. . . . ] 
w-[sm(W8.t(K) + R) - sin(W8 t(K-1) + R) (A2.11) s 
fi 
For Ni = f 
f 
NK 
~ = L rr[ t(K) - t(K-l)] cos (R) 
K=l 
N 
.. K 
- I 
K::::Jl. 
~ ] 4"fi. [sin(4rrf1 t(K) + R) - sin(4rtf'1 t(K-1) +R) 
(A2.12) 
(d) Magnitudes and Phase Angles of the Harmonics (HN!, 8N) 
(A2.13) 
(A2.14) 
A2/4 
APPENDIX 3 
·CURRENT FOR AN INHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER .FEEDING A 
RESISTIVE-INDUCTIVE LOAD 
The voltage across the load at any instant is 
given by 
v = K sin(wt + -) 
where K = amplitude of input voltage 
- = phase rmgle defining which input 
phase vol tag·e is conducting 
w = frequency of the inuut voltage to the 
cycloconverter 
also v = iR + L di 
dt 
where R = resistance of the load 
L = inductance of the load 
. i = ins.tantaneous load cuPrent 
o"• K sin (w,t + ~) = iR + L di 
dt 
Taking Laplace Tr·ansforms: 
K(w cos f4 + s sin JQ = (R + Ls) i _ Li(O) 
62 + w.2 
• I = K(wcos- + s sin -) + ( s 2 + w2)(Li(O)) 
•• {s2 + w2 )(R + Ls) 
Putting ( A3 .1 ) = As + B + . C · 
·2 2 B +W R + Ls 
gives: Kw cos - + w2Li(O) + Ks sin - + s 2Li(O) 
= (As + B)(R + Ls) + C(s2 + w2) 
= ARs + BLs + BR + ALs 2 + Cs2 + Cw2 
A3/I 
(A3.1) 
(A3.2) 
. 't· . 0 1 d 2 equa 1ng s ,. s an s : 
Kw· 'cos .~ · + w2Li ( Q,) = BR + cw2 
K.·sin ~ = AR + BL · 
Li(O') = AL + C 
from (A3.3) and (A3.5): 
'2 2 . 
Kw cos -~ + w Li(O) = BR + (Li(O) - AL)w 
.". Kw cos ~ = BR - ALw2 
from (A3.4) arid (A3.6): 
• 
... 
Kw R cos ~ + ,.,2LK sin .$!5· = BR2 + BL2w2 
• B. _ K(wR cos 0.• w2L sin 0) 
• • . . - 2 2 '2 R + w L 
from (A3.4) and (A3. 7): 
2 2 
·A:= !_R((sin $!1 _ wLR cos f5 + w L. sin~·) 
R2 + w2L2 
(A3.3) 
(A3.4) 
(A3.5) 
CA3.6) 
(A3.7) 
K 
=. (R2 + w2L2) 
.'. from (A3.5) and (A3. 8): 
(R sin $!1 - wL cos ~) (.A-3.8) 
K . 2 C = Li( 0) - 2 2 2 (RL sin ~ - wL . cos ~)-R + VI L . ( A3• 9 ) 
Substitu·ting (A3.7), (A3.8) and (A3;9) in (A3.2), ·and 
rearranging, gives.: 
i = K 
(R2 + w2L2) [
R(w cos f1 + s sin @') 
s2 + w2 
+ wL(wsiri 0- s cos 0). 
' 2 2 s + w 
+ WL cos f6 - R sin f5 + (R2 + w2L2 ) i(O)] 
s + R/L 
A3/2 
.trans:rorming back to time function gives: 
1 = .. 2 K 2 2 [R sin (wt + $.15•) - wL cos; (w.t + $.15) (R + w L )-: . 
. -: ·: ... 
+ e:>..--p(-~t);(wL cos·$.15 R sili~·+.(R2 +w2L2)i(0)]. 
Re-arranging and putting ·~ = tc : 
If . . 
1 = 2 2 rsin (wt + $.15) - wtc cos(wt + $.15) 
R( 1 + W te ) t 
+ "exp(- t.). ( wtc cos $.15 _: sin $.15) J 
+ exp (- t ) . ( i ( 0) ) 
This expression gives the curr.ent. in. a l!oad 
having .time constant tc, due to the voltage K sin ( wt + $.15). 
A3/3 
APP!l-;NDIX 4 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE 
INHIBITED CY. CLOCONVERTER 
A4/l 
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C 1 RCUL/\ r 1 t 'G CUf{JU::JT-.f"iU:E IIUDE 
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REYU 1P EO I NPU T DATA 
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GO T l1 1 0 
l N ( h P ) = T 1 1·1 F 
T H 4 0 ') = T u-, t- T J 1-1 C 
W R I T E ( 6 , 31 C } K P , T I I ! E , T I: I 0 () 
FOR~:A T(' ',' NEGATIVE ' , 6X , I3,3X, F7.4 , 8X, F7.1,) 
10 CO NII NlJI: 
5 CONTINUr 
TIIIES FU H CIIANGEUVEP- Il l ltJIIIR IT ED CYCLOCONVERTI: R 
L=2 
1/\= 0 
11 11 1=0 . 0 
KCLI=KCL+1 
PO 150 t\C =1, !<.C L1 
AO=(l. 0 
TI MVZ=KC I2. 0 /F O+(JC-1)/3.0IFO 
[~ ( I,C . !:Q . 1) lJI) TU 141 
1 41 
Tl f.' J = TCC KC -1) · 
lf(L-1)154,1 ~ ~,151 
1 51 
F J • dl r I R S T Y. i' 0 F I i: C lJ : 11 tl G ( P 0 S IT I V E ) G R 0 lJ P 
DO 1)3 t:P =1, ~1 k:f) 1 
1 53 
1 F C lfJ C K I' ) • u l • T I i I I ) u u Tu 1 5 2 
c 0 Ill I I . u I: :: 
152 I F C ~. C • r Q ,. 1 > G>'l T 0 1 '• 2 
KPP(r.C -1)= KP 
GO J(J 1'•2 
1 54 
fl ' D FlkSf l(f' OF l !I C!J IIlflli(NI:GATTVE) GROUP 
f10 1 6 rP= 1, ' YI'1 
I F ( T . ! ( K fJ ) • <.. I: • T I I I I ) G I) T lJ 1 4 ') 
156 CO 1 I NIJ!: 
140 r, P •. < r. c ... , > = :< P 
142 K.P1== • P 
vO 1 ftb rP=KP 1,1 tlOtl 
I F ( r. I' - 3 ) 1 '> :• , 1 511 , 1 u J 
1 5 8 f\ = ( L - K P ) * P t 
GO 1 " 1 fJ 1 
1 59 h == ( 4 q L- K P > + U * P 1 I ( J • U 
uU f t} 1 6 1 
1 60 f\ =(2"L-ICP-1)*PI/3.n 
1 6 1 11 '1 =1111-l( 
162 IF<Tl •.' CO . Lr. O.O nr• J) LiO TO 155 
A L = 1 • f) I ( 1 • 1.1 + ( 1,1 1 * T I ' I C 1J ) ,. * 2 ) * ( S I H ( i I I * T Ill + R ) ._ \·1 I * T I ; I C 0 
1 * C 1 S ( ..J l " T 1 ' A • f1 ) + ( EX I' ( ( T I ll J - T 111 ) I T I 11 C Ll ) ) * ( \•! 1 * T I i·l C (J * C US ( R + l.J I * T 11'i I ) -
2 S 1 ~~ ( r> + li I * T I 1-: 1 ) ) ) + ,\ r l * !: X P ( ( T J r I 1 - T l ! I ) I T I 11 C Cl ) 
GO 10 1 57 
1 5 S ,\ l = S T N ( ~ . 1 * T I r ~ i . ) 
157 1~( L-1 )1 6 8 ,1 f ~ 16~ 
16R Jf( A l+O . OU 0 0 1)1 ~4 ,1/ 0 ,17U 
1 6 9 1 r C 1\ L • G T • \J • 0 0 0 Q 'I ) (j 1J T lJ 1 (J 4 
1 71) /1 l. == C 2 * L- 3 > " 0 • l11 ' 0 (.1 1 
I F( I P <I .G E . TJ ilVZ) uU TO 163 
1 6 4 ·1 I I :: 1 I r.: i D T * 4 • \J 
1 F ( L - 1 ) 1 4 3 , 1 4 3 , 1 4 I, 
143 J F(IJ ~ .Ll. lN(kP)) ~0 TO 165 
1 U ' 1:: T tJ ( K P ) 
(,I) I ll 145 
144 IF(T I N .LT. TP(~ P )) GO TO 165 
ll 11l=TP0-P) 
1/iS AO= AI 
1'·6 · co r. r 1 r1UE 
165 J/\=PI +1 
1\Lfl fi D (l A } =A L 
' u , ,, ~: < 1 ,, > = 1 1 \I - u r * '• • o 
GO TIJ 1 6 ?. 
C l :11 N G E 0 V F P 0 C C ll R S I· I U \·/ 
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800S3C Sf1uRC£ PROGHtl. fl 
163 I/\ =1 '1 +1 
A L 0 t\ 0 ( I 1\ ) :: A L 
I L 0 Jl.f, ( I ti ) = T I i 
1 1 !·I :: T I M + D T * 4 • 0 
1 C ( K C ) = 1 I tl 
04/07/74 P/\GI: 
C RECORD lAS1 KP OF UUTGUING GkUUP AND THEN CHANGE TO OTHER GROUP 
JF<L-1)171,171,166 
c 
c 
c 
171 U'h(r, C)=tc-P-1 
L=2 
GO 1 0 1 6 7 
1 66 t-Pf p : C) =Y.P-1 
L=1 
1 6 7 C 0 ~i 1 J I I U ( 
1 5 0 C 0 N r J Pi U 1: 
ll /\Sl= IIi 
C FOURICR ANA LYSIS 
c 
c 
c 
52 
c 
51 
c 
57 
c 
c 
58 
c )9 
64 
c 
c 
60 
328 
6 1 
62 
329 
63 
DO 67 N=1 , Nil 
A=u . " [;=0 • . , 
0 c c u :. p = 0 • 0 
L=2 
1KP1 =2 
00 SS Y.C:::3,KCL 
lo. lllC H Gh'OUP IS TillS 
JF(L-1 )51 ,51, ) ;> 
P U $ l 1 I V E G R n L; I' 
KPS= !' rJ' ( KC -1) -1 
~. Pf::: ;.. pP ( KC )+1 
IJ 0 , ,.) 57 
r~ Ec,t.l lV I: Gqot · p 
~ 1> s = ~ I' r, < K c -1 > -1 
!(.PF=I PN ( ~C )+1 
TS=TC(I<C -1) 
lf=I C <KC > 
KJJS I =Kf'S+ 1 
r,o Si• Kr=l(fSI.~·pr 
.,t1JC H Gf>· ulJP ! S TillS 
I 1- < L -1 ) 5 9 , ~ 9 , 5 ~\ 
~ 0 ~ I T 1 V !; <i r 111 1 P 
I ( r, 11 ) = 1 P ( K F ) 
r < K f·- 1 > = r P < ~ r·- 1 > 
GO 10 64 . 
~. 1: (, /1 I I V f G J:' 0 U P 
1 ( •• i ) = 1 ' J ( t-. p ) 
I ( KP-1 ) = I N {Y. P- 1) 
T( U S )=IS 
1 ( K I' f ) = T F 
CrtEC t-. FO ~ CIJR HI:I :T ntSCU IITltlUITIES 
I S T .\ P T = I K P 1 - 1 
u 0 6 · I I '' = 1 S T Ji R T , I l t\ S T 
IF<TL O/\l (I f\ ) . GE . T(Kf> ... 1)) GU TO 61 
CCHI I l ti lll 
.~ RT 1 i:<6 , 32 o > 
f Oh li/1 1 ( ' U ', ' I RPOR? ') 
l KI' 1 == l /\ 
V 0 (. c. 1 ,\ = 1 I, p 1 , 1 I. {\ s T 
JF(Tlll /\ D(I J\ ) .GT. TC<P)) GO TO 63 
cm. 1 1 ~. u 1: 
... R r 1 1- < c , 3 2 9 > 
FO qJ,·' l < ' o ', ' l-R Hnl!??? • > 
IKr ?"' lll-l 
I KP..(:: } I' P1 +1 
Ir <r ~· px .GT. J t-. f•? ) ti U TO u9 
Jr(L .[ O . 2) Gl• Tll 42 
l F ( 1\ L 0 AD ( I K p ;( ) + 1) . (I (/1) I ) 2 ) t, ~ I 1,3 , t, 4 
4 2 1 J ( A l u /1 u ( I K p X ) ... 0 • l) ,, 0 I} ? ) 4 4 ' 4 3 , '· 3 
--- I, '• f, 0 4 5 J f\ = I ~ J> I , I t: P 2 
I F ( l • F 'J • 2 ) Cj ll T(1 t, u 
1 F < 11 L o A n < 1 ,, > , n • o o u , ) ? > '· •-; , '• •1 , '• 5 
· 4 6 r F < ,, L o fl (I < 1 1\ > -o • u u '' e c. > ,, '> , t, ? , '• 1) 
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8 0 0 S 3 (' S 0 1 R C [ P R 0 r; I? ~~ 11 
'• s c o N r 1 ~~ u 1: 
1 ( ~ 1• -1 ) = T U, 1~ ) 
CJO T11 6/ 
49 I ( ~r-1)= fL nAr (J A-1) 
4 3 f· tJ (. •, 1 f ;: 1 ~ J.l A. I 1 I~ p? 
11- ( L • I • • 2 ) I·'' T oJ c'JU 
- 1 ' c t\ Lu 1\f, < 1 , > ~ ' •• , o.' H z· > o ; I ~~ s I o 3 
6 6 1 f ( t\ L lJ Ill! ( l {\ ) -ll • IJ 0 lJ t) 2) () 6 f 6 ) f 6 5 
6 s c o ti 1 1 rr u [ 
GO 1n 6f/ 
68 T( KP)=T lOAD(T A) 
c 
69 lf( NP -3)76 1 7~,74 
76 R= <L- KP >*Pl 
GO HI 7 ') 
73 ~= C 4* (l- KP }+1) *P li ~ . O 
GO 1 (• 7 ') 
7.'• R = ( ?. • L - I( P -1 ) • P 1 / 3 • n· IS wO=Z. O*P l *(Fl-II*FF) 
1 S=2 . u•r r•<rr • II*FF > 
04107171. PAGE 
D C C u i P = D C C 0 •. 1 P • 1- r I 2 • 0 I fJ I I r 1 * ( C U S ( 2 • U * P I * r I * T ( K P - ·1 ) + R > - C 0 S ( 2 • 0 * P I * F T 
1*T( KP )+ tn > 
C FUUR J ER COEFFICIE !ITS 
C 1 S ~~ = F 1 I F F 
Y:::: tl .. r I/ F I 
P. OS Y::./1l!S ( Y) 
c 
c 
I ru,r, s v-0. 1... 1 )t.:: , 4:; , 47 
4 7 I = ,'\ ~ ( C 0 S ( ~~ S * T ( t P -1 ) + r\ ) - C ll S ( \-1 S * T ( ~~ fl ) + h ) ) *; I F I 11 S 
1 + ( C tJ S C l4l' • 1 ( 1- I'- 1 ) + H ) - C u S ( ,; D• T ( K P ) + R ) ) * F F i' 0 
B = B • < s It. < w o * T < 1. r > +r: > - s I .1 < '1 u * r c K r -1 > .. R > > • F r 1 11 o 
2- ( S I :. ( \J S * 1 ( K P } .. H ) -:; l , I C ~~ S * T ( t: P -1 ) +I{ ) ) .,. F r I v: S 
(,0 1 (; ')l) 
4 8 A= 1\ • ( T C 1:' I> } - I ( K P -1 ) ) -\- ( S 1 ! i ( P. ) ) * F r /1 .. fl - ( C 0 S ( I, • 0 * P I * F 1 * T ( K P } + R ) 
3-C0S(4. 0 tP1•FI*T(Kr-1)+ P )) +FF/4 . 0 / ~IIF I 
r') = o + ( r C !( 1-' > - 1 C ~ P -1 ) } * ( Cl! S ( t-! } > * r r /1 • 1l- ( S I ~i ( 4. 0 * P I * F J * T ( K P ) + R ) 
'• - S I :1 ( '• • l; * r J * f 1 * 1 ( K P- I > + r. ) ) * F F I 4 • ll I P I I F I 
5 1J C IJ tl I I r~ U E 
1 F ( l - 1 ) 5 5 , 5 5 , 5 ~\ 
55 L=2 
c.o 1 1 53 
56 l=1 
53 Cllf\4 I 1 IU£: 
C HM\!i"ii i CS CUF Tll C•ti!PlE H : CYC LOCO ' !VH. T ER 
h ( t: ) :: S 0 r T ( A ' ,'\ i t~ * B } 
c 
C PH 1'1 S l 0 1 f F [ f! E ' , C E 13 ET ,J 1:. u; I! (:oJ) .\11 D H PI) 
A N G C 0. ) = A I M ? ( 1\ , B } * 1 ~ 11 • 0 I fJ 1 
6 7 C. 0 ll I I t, U E: 
C ENIJ flJU RJ[ H COEFF I C1U;'JS 
c 
C 0 U l P l t I V 0 L T A C. C ( 1\ T u U T P U T F R [ •l U E N C Y) 
VO=tt( NO)* IOO . O 
c 
v: R l 1 r ( 6 , 3 5 n ) V 11 
3 5 0 f 0 r ,,,,, T ( I I , 1 X , I Vu L T ,, V t ,, T l) uT p u T F H E Q ( V 0 ) = I r F I • 2 ' 1 X r ' () I 0 0 F I N p l 
2T VOLIAGf ') 
C PH/\Sl: ANG LE (/\T lll lTPUT rJ\ [QU[ tJ CY) 
. ~J I~ 1 T E ( 6 , 3 ) 2 ) tHJll C ( tJ . l ) 
3)2 f ORtl·iT (' ',1 X,'I'II A.>E DirF DCT\-J[EII VU A:W VR= ',F7. 2 ,' DEGS IH uUTPUl 
2 FH .r . ') ~ 
PSFI=ANGC(!lO)kFl i FII 
\., H l I E: ( 6 , 3 S 4 } 1· S F I 
3 54 r 0 I f.! 1\ 1 ( ' ' I 1 )c ' ' pH 1\ s 1.: () 1 H 8 I: T ~·1 E [tl V 0 A ~w V f\ = ' r j:: I • 2 , ' D E G s AT l N ruT 
1FRI "J ') 
C DC co: .. pQIIEN T 
c 
D c C 1J' P = n C C 0 i·' I" ' 1 0 n 0 fl • G I V n 
W R l T l ( 6 3) 9 ) 1: CC u t If> 
3 s 9 F oR " A r < r o • I 1 x , • I> c c u 11 P u n1: rn = • , F 1 o • 3 , • % oF v o • > 
361) 
370 
.I~JTf (6, 36 0 ) 
F U f 1·, A I ( ' \) ' , 1 X , ' 11 fd~ ' ! t> ; 1 I C S I N 0 U T P lJ T ' ) 
~RI ! f(6 137 L ) . 
F 0 H' 1\f ( ' ' , 4 X , ' rH t: Ll < H 7.) ' , 2 ;< , ' 0 I 0 0 F V 0 ' , S X , • P 11 A. SE AN G LE 3 ' ) 
Wll ll l- ( 6 , .S71 > 
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800S3C 
3 71 
S 0 li R C E P R 0 (, P r\1 1 
" 
~ o '' .. 1 r, 1 < • • , 2 r x , • 1> < 1 > I , 7 ;~ , ' F 1 • I 7 x , • r u ' > 
c 
C EXI rn ss HAP- ~10N ICS A!> CJ/t) Ul" UI)TPUT VULTAGE 
C AllO c~~L Cil l.l\1[ DlS r OIH lO II FACTOR 
c 
SUS \J=O . O 
SUS W·• I= O. O 
D 0 7 'l N = 1 , N H 
11 < t. ) = ~~ < !I; > * 1 0 0 • fl l V 11 * 1 0 11 • 11 
F IH: Q= N* F F 
AtlGF I =ANGC ( N) *rl /F I:t:t.J 
A N fi F rJ = /H, G C ( , ) * r n I F 1{1-.. q 
\'i R I T £- ( 6 , 4 \) (_: ) r Hr tJ , 11 ( : l ) , /,' I GC ( IJ ) , A' J G F I , AN l. F (J 
4 0 :) f IJ h 1 r\ 1 ( 1 1 , 5 ( 1 A 1 F 1 0 • 3 ) ) 
SUS Q =SUS Q + H ( ~~ ) * ll ( IJ ) · 
S IJ S ·~ ·~ 1 =SUS C~ \~ 1 + ( ' t ( I J) * r U I F 1\ E Q) * * 2 
7 \) C 0 ti 1 1 NU 1:. 
0 F = 1 .; 0 • 0 I S Q R l ( S US tl > 
D F 11 1 :: 1 0 l1 • 0 I S ~~ ft T ( SUS lJ ~·1 1 ) 
i>. R I T r ( 6 , ~ 9 l1 ) 11 F 
3 9 0 F- 0 IH·u I I ( 1 () ' , ' If N I! ( I G liT l !) D 1 S T 0 I< T 1 0 I I r A C T 0 F.; = ' , F 1 0 • 4 ) 
W R I T r ( 6 , 3 9 1 ) ') 1- ',J 1 .. 
04107174 
3 <J 1 F- o IU-!1\ r < I • , ' \·1 E 1 G H T E o < F u 1 r 11 > o I s Tll H T 1 u N r A c r u H = ' , F 1 o • 4 > 
c 
c 
9 1 co rn r r.u [ 
c 
90 cor. T I NU[ 
.. 
S T(lP 
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A!PPENDIX 5 
MAIN COMPONENTS. USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL 
CYCLOCONVER'fER 
Thyristors: BTY87 - BOOR 
Heat sinks: 5" x 4:", 12 x 1" fins, aluminium 
Fuses: V/ater immersed 2A fuse w:l:re 
Circulating-current Reactors: 200 mH, centre tapped 
Diodes: IN4148 
AAZ15 
BAX13 
Encapsulated Modules: 
4NOR60 logic gates: 2 x 2 input+ 2·x 3 input 
UPA6l thyristor drive oscHlator 
TT6l thyristor output transformer 
CMOS Integrated Circuits: 
14001 NOR-gate, 4 x 2 input 
140!1.1 NAND-gate, 4 x 2 input 
14025 NOR-gate, 3 x 3 input 
Operational Amplifier Integrated-Circuits: 
741 (general purpose) 
301 (high slew rate) 
Optocoup1ers: TIL111 
Transistors: BCY70 
BC107 
ST241 
B148 
Transformers: 0-240V/20-l2-0-12-20V 
A5/I 
APPENDIX 6 
INTERCONN,ECTION OF LOGIC G'ATES TO FORM MONOSTABLE 
AND BISTA·BLE CIRCUITS 
(A6.1) Monostable Circuits 
Monostable circuits forming part O·f the overall 
control circuit of the experimental cycloconverter.are 
shown in figures A6.1 and.A6.2 .. That shovm in figure 
A6.ll consists of NAND.:..gates, and produces a normally 
logic 1 level output with short duration logic 0 level 
pulses coincident with negative-going transitions of the 
input voltage .. The circuit shown in figure A6.2 ronsists 
of NOR-gates, and produces a normally logic 0 level output 
with short duration logic 1 level pulses eo incident with 
positive-going transitions of the input voltage. 
The waveforms at the different points ® to cr> 
around the circuit are shown in the figures .. The leading 
edges of the short duration pulses occur when the input 
voltage· changes polarity (or changes: state), whilst the 
trailing edges occur when the voltage across the 
capacitor· of the R-C circuit reaches the threshold value 
of the input ® of the NAND-gate or of the input ® of the 
NOR-gate. . The time taken to re'ach this threshold 
voltage is determined by the time constant of the R-C 
circuit, and therefore the time constant determines the 
width of the short duration pulses. 
The discharge of the capacitor is not utilised 
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in the monostable circuit, and therefore the diode/ 
. resistance branch is added to accelerate i·t. 
(A6.2) Bistable Circu:Lts 
Figures A6 .. 3a and A6.3b show the interconnection 
of NOR-gates and NAND-gates respectively to form the 
bistable circuits used in the experimen,tal cycl!oconverter. 
The truth tables show the logic state of .the output 
terminal Q for all combinations of the logic states 
of the input terminals R and S and for changes in the 
l!ogic state of R and s. 
the complement of Q. 
The logic state of Q is always 
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